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Docket No. 50-336

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Counsil

Senior Vice President - Nuclear
Engineering and Operations Group

P. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

Gentlemen: .

Attached is a copy of the Final Exercise Report prepared by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency of the October 5, 1983, joint exercise of state
and local radiological emergency preparedness plans for the Millstone Nuclear
Power Station. A copy of this report will be sent by FEMA to the State of
Connecticut requesting a schedule of corrective actions for offsite emergency
preparedness deficiencies found during the exercise. In connection with
resolution of these deficiencies, you should keep abreast of the activities
taken by both state and local authorities and provide assistance to them on an
as needed basis.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact Mr. Terry
Harpster (215) 337-5208 of my staff.

Sincerely,
original signed By:

Thomas T. Martin, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical Programs

cc w/ encl:
J. F. Opeka, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
E. J. Mroczka, Station Superintendent
D. O. Nordquist, Manager of Quality Assurance
R. T. Laudenat, Manager, Generation Facilities Licensing
Gerald Garfield, Esquire
Public Document Room (POR)
Local Pubite Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector
State of Connecticut

bec:
Region I Docket Room (w/ concurrences)
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8 Washington, D.C. 20472
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan
'

Division of Emergency Preparedness
and Engineering Response

Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S Nu lear R ion

FROM: R c arli . Krimm
Assistant Associate Director
Office of Natural and Technological

Hazards Programs

SUBJECT: Exercise Report of the October 5, 1983, Exercise of the
Offsite Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plans for
the Millstone Nuclear Power Station

Attached are two copies of the Final Exercise Assessment of the October 5,
1983, full participation joint exercise of the offsite radiological emergency
preparedness plans for the Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Waterford,
Connecticut.- The State of Connecticut and twelve localities participated
in the exercise. Plum Is1and, a facility of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, did not participate in this exercise but did participate in

.,

the March 19, 1982, exercise and will be participating in the October 12,
1984, exercise in a test of a revised radiological emergency preparedness
plan for the Island.

The exercise report, dated January 31, 1984, was prepared by Region I of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). It was revised by the
Region on September 27, 1984, as a response to review by the Regional
Assistance Committee, and comments made by FEMA Headquarters. A schedule
for corrective actions prepared by the State of Connecticut is included in
the report.

FEMA Region I staff will officially furnish a copy of the revised report
to the State of Connecticut for its use.

If you have any questions, please certact Mr. Robe rt S. Wilkerson, Chief,
Technological Hazards Division, at 287-0200

Attachment
As Stated
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FINAL EXERCISE ASSESSMENT

JOINT STATE AND LOCAL RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE EXERCISE
FOR THE MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

WATERFORD, CONNECIICUT

OCI0BER 5,1983

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

REGION I

John W. McCormack Post Office and Courthouse
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
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MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

.

LICENSEE: Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
,

LOCATION: Waterford, Connecticut

.

DATE OF REPORT: January 31, 1984
C

DATE OF EXERCISE: October 5, 1983
.

PARTICIPANTS:

State of Connecticut Ledyard, Conn. Old Lyne, Conn.
East Lyme, Conn. Lyme, Conn. Old Saybrook, Conn.
Fishers Island, N.T. Montville, Conn. Waterford, Conn.
City of Groton, Conn. New London, Conn. Wethersfield, Conn.
Town of Groton, Conn.

NONPARTICIPAlfrS

The states that are included in the 50-mile ingestion EPZ were not
tested in this exercise. They will be exercised at a future date.
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CAP Civil Air Patrol
DEP Department of Environmental Protection

DOE U.S. Department of Energy
DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

.

DPW Department of Public Works
.

EBS Emergency Broadcast System
I EMT emergency monitoring team -

EOC emergency operations center

EOF emergency operations facility
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
EPZ emergency planning zone

; PEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

HHS U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
IRAT Independent Radiological Assessment Tema;

j NRC U.S. helear Reguistory Commission

| OCP Office of Civil Preparedness

i RAC Regions 1 Assistance Committee
RACES Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
RADEF Radiological Defense,

"

RERP Radiological Emergency Response Plan - -

SEO Station Emergency Operation
TLD thermoluminescent dosimeter
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
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SIMMARY
-

.

On October 5, 1983, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
conducted an exercise of the plans and preparedness for off-site radiological

emergency response capabilities, and for organisations and personnel, for the
Millstone kclear Power Station in Waterford, Connecticu t. Following the

exercise, a preliminary evaluation was made by the 26-member federal observer
team, and a briefing for exercise participants and the general public was held c

on October 6, 1983, at the Waterford Public Library in Waterford, Connecticut.

This document provides overviews, deficiencies, areas for improvement, and
recommendations for each of the jurisdictions and field activities tested in

the exercise.

Each deficiency and a corresponding recommendation for corrective
action is described by jurisdiction in Se c. 2 of this report. Areas for

improvement, which are not considered deficiencies, are also similarly
described in Sec. 2. Section 3 provides a summary listing of (1) deficiencies
that would lead to a negative finding, and (2) other deficiencies, including
those seriting priority attention. This summary is in tabular format and

provides space for the state and local jurisdictions to respond to the
deficiencies.

Seate of Connecticut operations
.

The State of Connecticut demonstrated a high level of readiness for
' '

dealing with a radiological energency. The State Emergency operations Center

(EOC) in Hartford is well equipped with appropriate resources, staffed by
trained and dedicated professionals, and managed by a competent director and
operations chief. Staffing of the facility was accomplished quickly, and
senior officers, including the Lt. Governo r, who was the acting Governor,

participated in the exercise. FEMA and the kclear Regulatory Comission also
i participated in this exercise.

I
' Cossannication resources and channels to other participating organisa-

; tions were good. Primary and backup systems were available and used in
accordance with the plan. Internal comu nications were handled by staff

announcements over a public address system. The Area Civil Freparedness
offices performed well in their role as a comunications conduit, relaying

j messages between the State EOC and the 11 local towns within the 10-mile
j emergency planning zone (EPZ). Public information officers from the utility

and the state held briefings, and news releases were prepared and coordinated.
The new state media center, located adjacent to the State EOC, was used duringi

the exercise for the first time.
i

; Dosa assessment was performed prouytly by the Department of Environ-
! sental Protection. Radiological Control Unit, and by the utility at its

| Emergency Operations Facility. Radiological field monitoring teams were

| vii
i
!

l
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promptly directed to define the extent of the plume. R ese teams in general

were familiar with their equipment and procedures. Participation of the' -

Governor's Independent Risk As sessment Team, comprising volunteer experts, ,
contributed to the credibility of the protective actions ordered. Radio-
logical exposure control for emergency workers in the plume EPZ was inadequate
since the supply of direct-reading dosimeters is insufficient and perasnent-

record dosimeters are not available yet. However, the state indicated that

these items have been ordered and should be available soon.

A demonstration of evacuation capability was performed by moving
approximately 240 senior citizens and school children from the Waterford
area. The Wethersfield shelter was set up for this exercise. The facility is

~

located in a public school and can accommodate 400 evacuees. Additional

shelters can be established in town buildings, churches, and schools, if
necessary. He Wethersfield shelter is well equipped for both short- and

long-term care of evacuees. Also, Red Cross personnel performed well in
processing, feeding, entertaining, and caring for the medical needs of the

*evacuees.

Recovery and reentry procedures were demonstrated at the state level.
Because the scenario provided for a deposition of fission product particulates

and iodine over a wide portion of the evacuated area, the state refused to
permit reentry until the environment was carefully monitored and found to be

tolerable or comparable with normal background radiation. Because a large
n eber of people would . be required to conduct the easyling, the state
requested the assistance of the Environmental Protection Agency. Throughout-

the discussions on recovery and reentry, the State EOC staff displayed good
,, ,

knowledge and understanding of the critical issues involved.

Local Operations,

Each of the 11 Connecticut comm nities and the New York comu nity
located within the 10-sile EFZ participated in the radiological emergency
exercise. Operating facilities and resources at all local EOCs are
adequate. Staffing at each EOC was progt following notification. In

general, key staff are alerted by radio pagers, and support personnel are, in

turn, notified by telephone. Se IOC staffs consisted largely of ,

knowledgeable and dedicated volunteers.

Comu nication equipment was adequate at each EOC, and Radio Amateur
Civil Eastgency Service (RACES) operators provided valuable backup support.
One recurrent comunication problem was that af ter a radio pager message was
received, the confirming verification telephones providing tape-recorded
messages f rom the utility were of ten busy.

Public notification was accomplished by sounding sirens and by route
alerting in areas where the sirens could not reach or failed to operate. He
siren test was out of sequence with the exercise to allow for publicity prior

viii
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to the test. Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) messages were in general timely
an'd well coordinated.

Evacuation of the public was simulated in most areas. The staff at all j

local EOCs were knowledgeable of evacuation procedures and felt their towns

had sufficient resources to handle any potential problems associated with an
evacuation. At two locations, procedures need to be established for the
evacuation of noninstitutionalized mobility-impaired individuals. ]

Knowledge of proper dosimetry and exposure control was demonstrated at
most EOCs; however, two EOCs had insufficient training in the use of dosi-

meters, supplies of direct-reading dosimeters were insufficient at six local
EOCs , and permanent-record dosimeters were not available at any local EOC.

I Recovery and reentry procedures were performed by tabletop discussion,

with most EOCs indicating a good understanding of the procedural requirements.
In general, the scenario was judged adequate for exercise purposes.

- c:
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1 INTRODUCTION.

! 1
,

i

} 1.1 EXERCISE RACKGROUND |
1

j On December 7, 1979, the President directed the Federal Emergency
; Management Agency (FEMA) to assues lead responsibility for all off-site
j nuclear planning and response. FEMA's basic responsibilities in Fixed Nuclear c

! Facility Radiological Emergency Planning includet

e Taking the lead in off-site emergency planning and in the *

review and evaluation of state and local government;

i emergency plans.
i

i e Determining whether the plans can be implemented on the
basis of observation and evaluation of exercises conducted

| by emergency response jurisdictions.
I

j e Coordinating the activities of volunteer organlaations and

other involved federal agencies:,

i ,

Nuclear Reguistory Commission (NRC)-
4

i Environmental Protection Agency (EPA',-

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-

! U.S. Department of Realth and Human Services (HMS)-

| U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)-
.. ,

| U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)-

!

| Representatives of most of these agencies serve as members of the .

{ Regional Assistance Committee (RAC), which is chaired by FEMA.

I Eastgency plans for the Millstone Nuclear Power Station in Waterford,
! Connecticut, were formally submitted to the RAC by the state and its relevant
i local jurisdictions in 1982. This submission was followed closely by an

j exercise, critique, and evaluation of the plans. A public meeting was held to
j sequaint the citizenry with contents of the plans, to answer questions about

thee, and to receive suggestions on the plans. The second radiological
energency exercise was conducted on October 5, 1983, between 7:30 a.m. and

i 3:30 p.m., to reassess the adequaev of the state and local emergency prepared-
ness organisations and the capability to protect the public in a radiological,

| emergency involving the Millstone Nuclear Power Station.
1

An observer team, consisting of FEMA Region I personnel, RAC members,
and support personnel from federal and state agencies, evaluated the October 5

; exercise. A total of 26 observers trained in radiological emergency pisaning
were assigned to evaluate state, local, and field activities. Observer's
evaluation kits were distributed to provide further inforestlou on exercise

!

L_
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objectivee, the exercice scenario, and other pertinent data. Team leaders
coordinated various team operations and consolidated findings.

The exercise observations were recorded on a new questionnaire that
permitted more-objective, detailed recording of observations and assured more-

comparable findings at similar observation locations.

Following the exercise, the federal observers met to review their
observations. The intent of this meeting was to present site-specific c

observations and develop the preliminary findings that are detailed in this
final exercise report. A public critique of the exercise for the participants

and general public was held at 1 p.m. on hursday, October 6, 1983,*at the
Waterford Public Library, Waterford, Connecticut.d

,

he findings presented in this report were reviewed by the RAC Chairman
j for FEMA Region I. FEMA suggests that state and local jurisdictions take

j remedial actions in response to each deficiency, area for improvement, and
recommendation -set forth here, and that the state submit a schedule for,

addressing the identified deficiencies. The Regional Director of FEMA is
,

! responsible for certifying to the FEMA Associate Director of State and Local
{ Frograms and Supporte, Washington, D.C., that deficiencies observed during the

! exercise have been corrected and that such corrections have been incorporated
j into state and local plans, as appropriate.
!

!

!

! 1. 2 FEDERAL OBSERVERS

Twenty-six federal observers participated in evaluating this exercise. ,..

hese individuals, their agencies, and their observation locations are given

| below.
i

i

| Observer Aaency Location a

|
; Edward hoams, RAC Qiairman FEMA General Observations

Larry Robertson, Team Leader FEMA State EOCi

i Les Foch FEMAb State IOC
( Fred Oleson, Team Leader FEMA State IOC (Radiological Nesith)
! Jim Opelka FEMA State ROC (Radiological Health and

'Radiological Health Laboratory
Mike Sinclair FEMA State E0C (media center)

; Byrca Eeene, RAC Member EPA E0F
Marie Miller NRC Northeast Utilities Corporate 20C4

C
i Warren Church, RAC Member FDA Field Monitoring

d
| Alfred Imkas BNL Field Monitoring

Bruce Swiren, Team Leader FEMA Area II Civil Preparedness Officei

| Floyd Davis FEMA Area IV Civil Preparedness Officeb

1 Bob Arch 11a, Team Leader FEMA City of Groton EOC
bSue Ann Curtis FEMA Town of Groton EOC

Paul White FEMA Ledyard EOC
Ann Volpe FEMA Montville E0C

,

!

!
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DGary Eaasynski FEMA New London EOC
Carol Roselli FEMA New London EOC i-

Richard Tinsman USCG Fishers Island, N.Y., EOC ;8
,

Rebecca Thomson, Team Leader FEMA Waterford EOC
Jack Dolan FEMA Waterford EOC

bRobert Neisius FEMA Iast Lyme EOC
DDon Fingleton FEMA Lyne EOC

Betty Dionne FEMA Old Lyme EOC i

Ebert Sonnichsen FEMA Old Saybrook EOC dfRobert Conley USDA Host Commanity (Wethersfield) I

.

aEOC = Emergency Operations Center; EOF = Emergency Operations Facility.
~bContract Employee from Argonne National laboratory

cFDA = U.S. Food and Drug Administration
dBNL = Brookhaven National Laboratory f
'USCG = U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Department of Transportation '

IUSDA = U.S. Department of Agriculture

.

1. 3 EXERCISE ORJECTIVES

The exercise objectives of the state and local commanities were to
demonstrate that their emergency response plans, operations, and capability
for mobilising and coordinating necessary resources were adequate to cope with |
an emergency at the Millstone 16sclear Power Station. |

'
,

c

1.3.1 State objectives

The State of Connecticut had the following major objectives for this
exercises

e Demonstrate activation of new state media center at the
State EOC in Hartford.

e Demonstrate coordination and activation of state police
access control.

s

e Demonstrate capability for accident assessment.

In accordance with the enjor objectives above, the following specific elements
were to be tested

e Notification and Alerting of Of ficials and Staff

1. Demonstrate the ability to receive notification within
15 minutes of classification of the incidents
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demonstrate the ability to call back to the plant for
specific information. -

2. Demonstrate that the State EOC can be activated after
being notified of an Alert or higher level incident.

3. Demonstrate the ability to notify designated host
comunnities about those affected emergency planning,

"
zone (EPZ) coennanities that plan for evacuation

sim:1stion.
.

4. Demonstrate that the state emergency organizations can

be alerted and then fully activated, in accordance with

the State Radiological Emergency Response Plan (ILERP).

5. Demonstrate the ability to provide information to
contiguous states as necessary.

e Notification and Alerting of the Public

6. Demonstrate that timely and official information can be
provided to the public through the media and Emergency
Broadcast System (EBS).

7. Demonstrate that the EBS can be operational within
15 minutes of state officials being notified of an - 5

incident.

e External Communications capability Between Sites

8. Demonstrate that communications systees (radio /t ele-
phone / messenger) are available and operational betweens
(1) State and utility

(2) State and FEMA
(3) State and towns
(4) Commissioners and their field personnel
(5) State and contiguous states

9. Demonstrate that the coemunications systems are capable
of continuous operation.

.

-.--,7, . ., -------,,,r- n_
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o Facilities and Equipment at the EOC (Space, Comf ort, etc.)

10. Verify that the EOC has equipment and facilities for
continuous operation.

o EOC Internal Communications and Displays (Message Handling, c
,

Maps , etc. )

11. Verify that comu nications systems (telephone / ,

messenge r/ face-to-f ace) are provided to link EOC

personnel, including interagency systems.

12. Demonstrate that status boards and display maps are
maintained and kept current.

e Adequacy of Staf fing (Shif t Capability, etc.)

13. Demonstrate that the state can staff the EOC and the
media cente r, provide access control, and conduct
other necessary functions with personnel during the
emergency.

14. Demonstrate the capability to have a shift change.
. _

e Facility Access Control / Security

15. Demonstrate the capability to control access to the
EOC in order to maintain security during an emergency.

e Support by Responsible Elected or Ap pointed Public
Officials

16. Verify that personnel designated by the RERPs are
available and performing appropriate actions.

e Direction and Control (Timely Decision Making, Management,

etc.)

17. Verify that state agencies provide recommended
protective actions to the Governor's office and to
local governments.
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18. Demonstrate that officials can make timely and
accurate decisions regarding the direction and control

of all activities and actions required to respond to -

the emergency, effectively comaanicate requirements to
emergency forces, and support all levels of

government.
,

*

19. Demonstrate that Department of Environmental Protec- c

tion (DEF) representatives can perfore confirestory

dose calculations and provide updated data to EOC
*

staff.

20. Demonstrate the use of the Covernor's Interagency
.

Radiological Assessment Tese (IRAT) in making dose
calculations and protective action reconnendations.

e Coordination (between Officials. Asencies. Federal
Asencies. etc.)

21. Demonocrate that state officists can coordinate
activities and actions required to respond to the
emergency with utility and local officials.

. .
,

~

e Emersency Plans (Procedures and Oweklists Consulted)
- s

22. Demonstrate the espability to take actions in

accordance with applicable procedures.

e Public Inforestion (Interface with News Media)

23. Verify that the news media can be provided adequate
facilities.

24 Demonstrate that the state government can provide
accurate and timely inforestion to the media in
coordination with the utility and media center.

e Accident Assessment (Monitorins. Reportina, projectins.

Coordinatina)

25. Demonstrate that officists and emergency response
staffs can evaluate the nature and seriousness of the
accident.

'
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verify o ntklity field26. Demonstrate that the state can
,

monitoring reports. 3

27. Demonstrate adequate capability to sampke and analyze
drinking water, milk, and food in processing plants

and stores. ; .i;'

,

, < n
\ c

Protective Actions (Evacuation. ShelterdAccess ani Traffice
Control. Reception) N .

t, ,

28. Demonstrate that state 'officialse pn make decisions
and give orders regarding evacu se,'o n, e')elte r, and

rey.3ee,dother protective measures t to orotect

energency workers and the ypnetil Qopulati6n from f
unnecessary hasards.

areas within29. Verify that state parks and tecjestion
affected areas have access controlled.

'

, 8:

30. Coordinate the actions of outsidd agencies (i.e. , the
Red Cross and Salvation Army) in providing assistance.

e Radiation Exposure Control (Record Keeping)

.. 9
31. Verify that state officials can provide protection to

state emergency workers and to the general population.

32. Demonstrate that dosimetry equipment is disseminate'd
to state eastgency workers.

33. Verify that decontamination facilities are available
for state emergency workers and equipment, 'as ,
applicable. .

e '

t
\ (

;,
34. Demonstrate the capability to record 3 ' exposure

inforestion for state emergench sorkers.
,.

i

e Recovery and Reentry / -

35. Demonstrate that recovery and reentry can# be
accog11shed. ,,

1 :
c'

p'
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t
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1.3.2 Local objectives

Local jurisdictions had the following major objectives for this'
,

exercise:

e Test the 10-mile public alerting system and EBS; a follow->

up survey poll will be conducted.
.

c,

e Demonstrate a sim isted evacuation of Waterford.

In accordance with the major objectives above, the following specific elements4

j were to be tested:

i

i

i e Command and Control / Emergency Plans

1. Demonstrate that the 11 towns within the 10-mile EPZ,

{ can staff the EOCs.
!

] 2. Verify the capability to conduct a shift change.

; 3. Demonstrate the capability to take actions in
i accordance with energency procedures.

4. Demonstrate that local officials can make timely and
appropriate decisions regarding the direction and

,

i control of all actions required to respond to the
~

I emergency, and can effectively comunicate requirements
to energency personnel.

4

i e Classification Scheme

5. Establish and use the classification and posture code
'

scheme.
1

'
s

e Alert and Notificationj

6. Demonstrate the ability to receive notification within
,

15 minutes of classification of the incident; demon-

strate call-back system for specific information.

7. Demonstrate that the emergency workers can be alerted
and then activated.

' 8. Demonstrate coordinated public alerting by means of the
siren systaa.

!

i

i
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e Comm nications

9. Demonstrate that commanications systems (radio /
telephone /meesenger) are available and capable of

continuous operation between:

(1) Town and state media center (telephone to State

EOC).. c

(2) Town and Area Office of Civil Preparedness (radio /

telephone).
(3) Local agency heads and their field personnel .

(departmental commanications).
(4) Neighboring towns (civil preparedness high-band

'

radio).

- e Support by Responsible Elected and Appointed Public
Officials

10. Verify that key personnel designated by the RERP are
available and can perform appropriate actions.

e Public Information

11. Demonstrate that the local government con provide, in
coordination with the state, accurate and timely - 9

updates to the media through the state media center.

e Emergency Facilities and Equipment

12. Demonstrate the capability to control access to the
EOC in order to maintain security during an emergency.

13. Demonstrate that status boards and display maps are
maintained and kept current.

,

14. Demonstrate that records of events are available for
review by EOC staff.

e Accident Assessment

15. Demonstrate the capability to assist in collection of
samples of surface water supplies and milk, if

requested by state agency personnel.
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e Protective Response (Protective Actions: Evseustion, Shel-
ter, Access and Traffic Control, Reception)

.

16. Demonstrate that local officials can make decisions
and give orders regarding evacuation, shelte r, and
other protective measures required to protect
emergency workers and the general population from

* unnecessary hazards. c

17. Demonstrate evacuation and take-shelter capability
*

either by actual deployment of buses or by tabletop
exercise discussion.

18. Demonstrate a host commanity shelter activation as
required by the scenario.

D'monstrate the ability to establish local access19. e

Control.

e Radiation Exposure Control (Record Keeping)

20. Demonstrate that dosimetry equipment is disseminated
to local emergency workers.

21. Verify that decontamination facilities are available
,

for local emergency workers and equipment, as
applicable.

!

|22. Demonstrate the capability to monitor and record
exposure informatfon for local emergency workers.
Transmit information to the state Department of Health
Services.

I

l
e Recovery and Reentry I

!
s.

I23. Demonstrate that recovery and reentry can be planned
based on field team reports and utility information.

24. Demonstrate that equipment and personnel are available
to control reentry.

o

1.4 EXERCISE SCENARIO SIDIMARY

Prior to the start of the exercise, Units 1 and 2 were to be asstaned at
100% power status. All systems were to be within specifications except for

_ _ _ _ _..
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the following Unit 2 systems: two maintenance men were working on leaks in'

blowdown piping in the east penetration room, 24 F was down for repairs,
#2 steam generator had known tube leaks of 0.4 gpa, 0.2% fuel had f ailed, and
12V diesel was down for massel cleaning.

The exercise was to begin at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit

f,2 at approximately 7:45 a.m. with a sinatlated electrical power failure to the
"

control room indicator and alare circuitry. The Unit #2 Shift Supervisor was

to dispatch a team to make repairs. At 8 a.m. , the Shif t Supervisor was to

declare an Alert (Posture Code Charlie-One) based on the loss of indicaj:or and

alarm power for more than 15 minutes, and order an evacuation of the station's
protected area. The station and corporate EOCs were to be activated and the
state and local comaanity EOCs put on standby. Forty-five minutes later

Security was to report that two persons were missing. A search-and-rescue
team was to be organized to reenter the plant.

By 9 a.m. , the station EOF and Corporate EOC were to be activated, and

the Director of Station Emergency Operations (Director SEO) was to ass tane
control of the emergency response efforts. Indicator and alara power was to

be restored at 9:10 a.m. and the Director SEO was to prepare to terminate the

Alert (Charlie-One).

At 9:15 a.m., the main steam line leading from the f1 steam generator

to the turbine building was to rupture just outside the reac::or containment
building. Following a series of in-plant events, radioactive gases were to be

released into the atmosphere.
, ,

.

The Director SEO was to declare a General Emergency (Posture Code

Bravo) at 9:35 a.m. based on a loss of reactor coolant accident. At this

; point the State and local EOCs and the joint media center were to be
activated.

At 9:50 a.m. , on-site and off-site radiological emergency monitoring
teams (EMTs) were to be deployed to monitor for radioactivity in the
atmosphere. One team was to report that radioactive releases coming from the

#2 steam generator safety relief valve were moving in the NNW direction, and
i that the relief valve appeared to be stuck open.

l
i At 10:45 a.m., the reactor primary coolant level was to decrease to the

point that the reactor core became uncovered and extensively damaged. The
Director SEO was to declare a General Emergency (Posture Code Alpha) at
11 a.m. based on a potential radioactive release to the atmosphere that could

| cause members of the general population to receive radiation doses in excess

of 5 rea. At 12:20 p.m. emergency power was to be restored. Pumps were to

| begin filling the reactor primary coolant system with coolant and the reactor

core was to be covered at 12:30 p.m.

A full scale test of the siren system in the 10-mile EPZ was to be
conducted at about 11:40 a.m. , independently of the exercise scenario.

- __ - _ . . - - . ._- . ._. .- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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At 1:20 p.m. , a repair team was to shut the safety relief valve to #2
steam generator, stopping the release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. For
the next 24 hours, the plant was to be slowly stabilized and brought to a safe

shutdown condition. At 1:35 p.m., the Director SEO was to downgrade the
incident to an Unusual Event (Posture Code Delta-One) and order the recovery
organization established and the SEO terminated.

The reentry and recovery phase was to begin at approximately 2:45 p.m..

in the form of a tabletop discussion. He exercise was to be terminated at
3:15 p.m.

Table 1 provides a sequence of selected events for the exercise and
when they occurred at off-site locations.

1. 5 EVALUATION CRITERIA

The exercise evaluations presented in Sec. 2 are based on applicable
planning standards and evaluation criteria set forth in Sec. II of NUREG-0654-

FEMA-1, Rev. 1 (Nov. 1980). Following the overview narrative for each juris-
diction or activity, deficiencies and areas for improvement are presented with
accompanying recommendations. Deficiencies can be presented in two categor-
ies. He first category lists only those deficiencies that caused a finding
that off-site emergency preparedness was not adequate to provide reasonable
assurance that appropriate measures can and will be taken to protect the
health and safety of the public living in the vicinity of the site in a radio-
logical emergency. Rese are deficiencies that lead to a negative finding.
A negative finding smist be based on at least one deficiency of this type.

_ ,
~

he second category includes deficiencies where demonstrated perforar-
ance during the exercise was considered faulty, corrective actions are
considered necessary, but other factors indicate that reasonable assurance

could be given that in a radiological emergency, appropriate measures can and
will be taken to protect the health and safety of the public. Rose deficien-
cies identified by an asterisk (*) in this category serit priority attention.

Areas for improvement are also listed as appropriate for each juris-
diction or activity. These items are not deficiencies; rather, they are
suggestions for improved performance.

[
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, Table 1 Sequence of Selected Events: Off-Site 3

|
,

-.

'
,

| Approximate Time

!

| Corporate State Local
'

Activity EOF HQ EOC EOCs

|

Alert / Charlie One" 8:03 a.m.' 7:45 a.m. 8:02 a.m. 7:45-8:35 a.m.
EOC Activated 8:05 8:02 8:03-8:18

bEOC Operational 8:35 8:15 8:21 8:18-9:25
Site Area / Charlie TWo* 9:38 9:40 9:52 9:52-10:08

aGeneral Emergency / Bravo 9:46 10:15 10:15 10:00-10:40
Ceneral Emergency / Alpha" 11:02 11:00 11:20 11:00-11:32'

Evacuate to 2 mile / shelter
to 5 mile downwind 10:15 10:25 10:35-10:50

Evacuate to 5 mile / shelter
to 10 mile 12:00 11:35 11:50-12:09 p.m. C

Host consunities activated 10:35 10:56,

(Wethersfield)
State of Emergency declared 10:25 10:36-10:50

(Not received
at 5 EOCs)

Sirens sounded 11:40 11:40-11:50
(Planned to be out of sequence)

EBS messages 11:42 10:20-11:50
Downgrade to Ale'rt/ Charlie One" 2:06 p.m. 2:07-2:13 p.m.
Downgrade to Unusual Event /

aDelta-One 2:30 2:34-2:51
Exercise terminated 3:35 p.m. 3:15 p.m. 3:15 3:10-3:37

'

'All emergency classification recommendations were made by the Director SEO and
coordinated with the Corporate EOC. ,

bDenotes arrival of state representative at EOF.

i

.

t
.
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2 EXERCISE EVALUATION

2.1 CONNECTIST STATE OPERATIONS

The following sections include overviews, deficiencies, areas for
j ipprovement, and recommendations for the operatione of the Connecticut State

EOC and media center in Hartford (Sec. 2.1.1); the EOF (Sec. 2.1.2); the Area

Civil Preparedness Offices II and IV (Sec. 2.1.3); radiological field monitor-

ing and radiological health laboratory (Sec. 2.1.4), the reception / relocation

center at Wethersfield (Sec. 2.1.5).
: -

2.1.1 Connecticut State EOC

1

Overview

The Connecticut State EOC in Hartford is located in the Armory
building. The work areas are well designed and contain ample working space
for staff members. Partitioning of office space was effective, with separate

areas available for support operations, radiological assessment, State Police,
and the Civil Preparedness Director. The communications area was separated
from the main operations area, minimizing the noise and traffic level while,

- remaining fully accessible. The facility has adeq'uate physical resources,

|. e.g., furniture, lighting, a kitchen, showers, and a backup power supply
consisting of a 500-kW diesel generator with a 30-day fuel supply. .

j Appropriate maps and status boards were strategically located around
the EOC and were utilized effectively. Posted maps included a plume EPZ map,i

a relocation center asp, a radiological sampling location esp, and sector-
divided population maps. A population map was included in the Civil
Preparedness Director's notebook so that he could quickly determine the size
of the affected population depending upon the wind direction. A color-coded
transparent overlay was also used to indicate the. protective actions, such.as

sheltering or evacuation, taken in the EPZ. Although not posted, a listing of
access control points within the EPZ was available in the recently printed and ,

well-designed State Police RERP procedures manual. Another well-designed map
posted in the EOC indicated the number of persons sheltered or evacuated and
the space available in each host community. The operations area did not use

the posted chronological message board, which was available, but instead kept
a message log.

The EOC was activated at 8:02 a.m. af ter it received notification of an
Alert (Posture Code Charlie I) at the plant. The EOC was staffed promptly and
became fully operational by about 8:22 a.m. In addition to the Civil
Preparedness staff, the EOC was staffed by the Departments of Environmental
Protection,* Health, Transportation, and Agriculture; the State Police; Red
Cross; Civil Air Patrol (CAP); the National Guard; the Governor's office, and

*

r es t- ---v ==esm-- - - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _
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Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES). H e first-shift staff appeared-

to be highly professional, knowledgeable, and well trained. he capability
for second-shif t staffing was indicated by a roster of second-shif t personnel
assignments and the double-staffing of some assignments. Security procedures
at the EOC were effective and personnel authorized to be in the EOC were
processed efficiently.

'
"Emergency operations management was effective. Because the Governor

was out of the state, the Lt. Governor managed operations and was present for
a large portion of the exercise. In the Lt. Governor's absence, the Civil
Preparedness Director and Operations Chief managed operations. Periodic staff

briefings were held and key personnel were involved in the decision-msking -

process. Here was good coordination between the DEP Radiation Control Unit,
the Independent Risk Assessment Team (IRAT), which reports directly to the
Governor and the utility representative.

Internal communications were good. An operations staff member
periodically made announcements over a public address system informing members
of the current status.

There were several types of primary and backup commnications systems
available within the EOC's comunication room. Because of the terrain in
Connecticut , the State EOC could not commnicate directly with the local EOCs,

but used a relay system through the Area Civil Preparedness offices. He
primary system was the Civil Defense radio, with backups being either
commercial telephone or RACES. The licensee and EOF could be contacted via *

dedicated telephone or radio. The EOC could contact ehe EBS station control
_

point (WTIC) and broadcast a message directly over the air via a dedicated
land-line. There was also a dedicated telephone line to FEMA Region I. A

hard-copy teletype was available for additional contact with FEMA and adjacent
states. Various state agencies that have their own radio frequencies had a
base station at the EOC to comunicate with their personnel. He capability,

*

to record both telephone and radio comu nication also exists. A direct radio
link with off-site monitoring teams should be operational in about one year.
The EOC contacts the teams now by telephoning the EOF, which then relays the
message. The chief of comunications was thoroughly familiar with com unica-
tion resources and procedures.

A problem that surfaced with comm nications was the lack of information

transmitted from the State EOC to the Wethersfield EOC. Af ter the initial
notification, the Wethersfield EOC was not aware of any changes in plant
status. Even the Lt. Governor's declaration of a State of Emergency was not
reported to that EOC. Also, several local EOCs felt more f requent updates of

; plant status and weather conditions would help in determining protective
actions.

I The joint media center is a new facility located adjacent to the EOC.
The media center is very modern, efficient, and equipped with excellent visual
and graphic aids. Approximately 35 to 40 reporters could be comfortably

i

- - - - ._, -_- , . - - - _ _ ._. . . . - - - - . . . . . . - _ _ .
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accommodated at a briefing. Several telephones are available for use by
reporters, but the use of these phones during a briefing was distracting.

The six media briefings held throughout the day were generally accurate

and complete. However, there were considerable delays in reporting to the

media changes in plant status and conditions in the surrounding towns because

press statements were written before verbal briefings were made. Press
releases were generally well written and informative. Media kits were
available to assist the press with understanding the RERP and nuclear plant
operation. Information on sheltering and evacuation was not given to the
media until long after these protective actions were ordered by- state
officials. Also, the media center did not have direct contact with the State

EOC via a telephone, intercos, or person acting as a liaison between press
officers. The use of a sign-language expert to interpret the briefing for the
hearing-impaired was a well-conceived idea.

The DEP Radiological Health Section demonstrated the capability for
promptly assessing the off-site radiological situation and making appropriate
recommendations for the protection of the general public. The radiological
assessment team was aided by improved status boards, maps, and internal

4 communications at the State EOC. The IRAT concurred in the recommendations.

j ,The utility technical liaison team and DEP group leader at the State

i EOC consulted frequently. The hot-line to the EOF was used to frequently
'

check utility and state projections.

Evacuation, access control, and special evacuation problems were
directed or coordinated well by the State Police and the Department of ~ 9

Transportation at the State EOC. Although Department of Agriculture and
Department of Health personnel were knowledgeable of ingestion pathway
procedures, a message was never issued about putting cattle on stored feed.

Radiological exposure control equipment to service the needs of the

Millstone area are on order by the state. Two thousand kits have been
ordered, each containing a 0-5 R, a 0-200 R, and a thermoluminescent dosimeter
(TLD).

Recovery and reentry procedures were demonstrated at the State EOC.

This was the first exercise in which fission product particulates and iodine ~

l were deposited over a wide area that had been evacuated. Federal and EPA
criteria for reentry have not been developed for such situations. In spite of
this, the State Departments of Health and Environmental Protection concurred

in refusing to permit reentry until the environment was carefully monitored
and found to be tolerable or comparable with normal background radiation.

Obviously, many health physicists and technicians would be required to
make these measurements and collect and analyze samples of food, water, milk,
and contaminated surfaces. DEP suggested that the utilities from several
states pool their resources for environmental monitoring. Since the resources
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available through the New England Radiological Hea3 G Compact would not be
,

adequate to handle all the samples, a message was seat to FEMA requesting EPA ,

~

assistance.

The State agencies discussed the methods to be used to control the ,

interdicted areas. Entry of key workers would have to be permitted but their |
daily exposure would have to be carefully monitored and checked for

contamination. q

When the time came to allow the public to return it was agreed that

essential services would have to be restored prior to reentry. It was
! recognized that the preblem of reentry needed more study and consideration.

.

_ Deficiencies and Recommendations

- 1. Description: The state radiation control unit still lacks

the ability to communicate directly from the State EOC by;

'

radio with its off-site monitoring teams (NUREG-0654, II,

F.1.d).
Recommendation: Expedite the delivery of equipment being
purchased for direct communication capability.

' 2. Description: There were considerable delays in reporting

: to the media changes in plant status and conditions in the

surrounding towns because press statements were written
before verbal briefings were made (NURFG-0654, II, G.4.b). - <

,

Recommendation: Verbally announce status changes to the
1 - media as soon as possible and follow announcements with

written press releases.
,

Areas for Improvement and Re::ommendations
'

1. Description: The message board for chronologically

recording events and protective actions taken was not
used, although it was available (NUREG-0654, II, H.3).
Recotamendation: Use the existing message board for
recording events and protective actions taken. This way
incoming personnel could be quickly briefed on preceding
activities. ,

2. Description: Use of the telephones provided at the back,

of the media center briefing room during briefings was
distracting (NUREG-0654, II, G.3.a).
Recommendation: Relocate telephones outside the room or
separate them from the briefing area with a sound barrier.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3. Description: Information on sheltering and evacuation was

not given to the media until long af ter these protective
actions had been ordered by state officials (NUREG-0654,
II, G.4.b).

Recommendation: Issue details about sheltering and
evacuation to the media in a timely fashion, i.e., shortly

after these protective actions have been ordered.
*

c

4. Description: There was no direct means of contact between
the media center and the State EOC (NUREG-0654,. II.

*

G.4.b).
Recommendation: Establish direct contact between the
State EOC and the media center via a telephone, intercos,

or person acting as a liaison between press officers.

5. Description: The IRAT consultants used an Apple-II
computer with software written and revised by one of its 1

members. The other members were not completely familiar
with the most recent revision (NUREG-0654, II, I.8, I.10). j

Recommendation: IRAT members should receive updates of |

the computer software. q

1

6. Description: Maps did not include compass direction in i

degrees and meteorological data were received in degrees
(NUREG-0654, II, I.7, J.10.a).

,

Recommendation: Include maps with compass directions
given in degrees or give meteorological data in terms of

,

'

sectors.

7. Description: There was a lack of follo n y messages
between the State EOC and local EOCs pertaining to the
class of emergency; type, quantity, and form of actual or -

projected releases; meteorological conditions; proj ected
dose rates; estimates of surface radioactivity; recom-
sended protective actions; and prognosis (NUREG-0654, II,
E.5). ,

Recommendation: Transmit more-frequent follo n y messages [
to the local EOCs.

8. Description: Communications to the Wethersfield host EOC

from the State EOC vere minimal. The host EOC was not
aware of any changes in plant status or of the declaration

of a State of Emergency (NUREG-0654, II. E.5, F.1.e).
Recommendation: The state should keep host EOCs apprised
of important developments so that evacuees will know what

is happening.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , -- - . - _ _ _ . - - _ _ - - .
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2.1. '2 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)

Overview

The facilities at the EOF were excellent. The status boards were' -

large and the utility personnel kept them up-to date. Communication facil-
ities were adequate. There were three independent telephones available for
the State at the DEP desk. Radio links were also available, although not
located at the DEP desk. ,

The initial utility information on the status of the plant presented
wind direction in terms of degrees instead of compass direction as indicated *

on the incident report forms, which caused confusion .at some local EOCs.

Part of the protective action decision-making process is conducted
at the EOF. The emergency director from the utility, acting upon inputs
from the utility staff and with the concurrence of the corporate EOC staff,.
decided what protective ' actions to recommend to the State. These protective
action recommendations were discussed with the DEP reprsentative at the EOF..
The activities and capabilities in accident assessment demonstrated .b'y the
DEP representatives were excellent. Because he worked closely with the
utility staff, the DEP representative at the EOF provided the DEP staff at
the EOC with 15 to 25 minute advance warning of forthcoming changes in
accident classification. The DEP representative at the EOF also prwided
a relay point for field team results both to and from the Corporate EOC
radiological assessment staff located in Berlin, Connecticut and the

-~

Waterford and State E0Cs. Based on an observation of the utility Field
,

Team Data Coordinator's tendency to concentrate the utility field team's
|

efforts in the 0-2 mile zone, the DEP reprsentative correctly urged the
utility to send their field teams further downwind. The utility agreed to

do so.
,

During the recovery and reentry portion of the exercise, the DEP
representative served as the State representative on the utility recovery
committee. He made certain that matters of concern to the state were made
an important part of the committee's considerations and decisions. The
recovery and reentry phase of the scenario gave the members of the recovery
committee, including the DEP representative, a good opportunity to consider
the recovery steps necessitated by the contamination of a considerable land
area, evacuated populations, sheltered populations still at risk, and the
posssibility of further releases from the plant.

Deficiency and Recommendation

1. Description: Methods of reporting wind direction were not consistent
(MUREG-0654,II,F.1.b).
Recommendation: Develop and include in the plans precise instructions
for designating affected sectors and wind directions.

I

-- - - . - _ - - . _ ___ ____ ._ _
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Area for Improvement and Recommendation

1. Description: There was no State representative at the Corporate EOC
radiological assessment staff headquarters located in Berlin, Connecticut.
As a result there was insufficient coordination between the State and
utility field monitoring teams (NUREG-0654. II, I.7, I.8).
Recommendation: Consider deploying a state representative to the Berlin

,

operations orrice. Also, consider directing both State and utility a

teams from a common location.

2.1.3 Area Civil Preparedness Offices *

-

Overview

The Area II and Area IV Offices of Civil Preparedness (OCPs) par-
ticipated in this exercise. Activation and staffing were timely. An
Alert message was received at about 8:00 a.m. and both offices were staffed
by 8:45 a.m. The staffs consisted of well-trained Civil Defense personnel.
Primary responsiblities were to coordinate supporting activities for the
states and local EOCs and to serve as communication links between them.
Twenty-four hour operational capability was demonstrated at the Area II OCP -

by presenting a roster and 'at the Area IV OCP by roster, partial shift
change, and some double-staffing.-

The OCP coordinator at each area office was clearly and effectively
in charge. Operations management was effective. All messages were logged
and serially numbered. Clearly visible status boards were kept current and
both coordinators held frequent briefngs. - e

The facilities at both OCPs were adequate, but would require sup-
porting services to provide food and sleeping accomadations for sustaining
prolonged operations. Backup power was available but not demonstrated at
Area IV OCP but is tested and used as required for State Police Operations.
Backup power was not available at the Area II OCP.

Displays at both OCPs were of professional quality, well detailed,
effectively used, and contained all necessary information.

Each Area OCP office has extensive comunication systems. Each of
: the following organizations had its own radio frequency or network: State
! OCP, Waterford Bus Company, RACES, Red Cross, OCP Headquarters, County Fire

Department, and State Police. In most cases, commercial telephone was used
as backup. The OCPS were in charge of verifying that local EOCs had re-

I ceived messages sent to them from the utility via radio pagers.

In support of the Waterford evacuation, the Area IV OCP notifiedi

the Wethersfield reception center of the Waterford evacuation and also
notified Area III OCP since Wethersfield is in that jurisdiction. The Area
IV OCP also maintained communication with the evacuation convoys until the
convoys arrived at Wethersfield.

|

:
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There was no media activity at either OCP. Had there been any
reporters, they would have been referred to the media center in Hartford.

Recovery and re-entry procedures were not demontrated.

The scenario was adequate for testing the radiological emergency.

response capabilities of the Area II and Area IV OCP offices.

' Areas for Improvement and Recommendations '

1. Description: Technical language was sometimes used and caused a p,roblem
for message handlers unfamiliar with these terms (NUREG-0654 II, F.1.b).,

Recommendation: Eliminate technical language where possible so that!

messages can be understood by laymen. Where its use is deemed necessary,
spell out the terms phonetically to eliminate possible error.

'

2. Description: The Area II OCP had no provisions for backup power (NUREG-
0654. II H.3).
Recommendation: Make provisions for continuity of communications in
case of a power failure.

. . . ,

&
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2.1.4 Field Monitorina Teams and Radiological Health Laboratory -

| Overview

| The members of the plume tracking field monitoring teams from both the
! state and the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics Corporation arrived

promptly at the dispatch point, the Troop E State Police barracks. Each team c

member had been called up by the State DgP. The state and Electric Boat
personnel coordinated their preparatory activities and worked sJeoothly
together.

The field equipment, while adequate,,did not include a charger for the
pocket dosimeters or a check source to determine if the instruments were
functioning properly. Weithgr of these items was listed on the equipment
inventory list. The silica gel filters were packed in a tin can but were not
individually sealed in a polyethylene bag to prevent radiciodine and/or
particulate contamination when the can is opened in a high radiation plume

The team did not have respirators or anticontamination suits and boots.area.

All field sampling tasks were, performed in a professional ==nner. The
technician taking the air sample in a high radiation plume moved the group
into a low background area to analyse the air sample analysis and minimize

! radiation exposure to team personnel. The team encountered difficulty
|

_ computing the correct radiciodine activity.on the silica set cartridge because
of the large amount of instructions to be read, calculations to be made, and

~ 'incomplete and inaccurate data from the plant.

Radio communications were handled well. The transmissions of field
data to and from the dispatcher at the EOF were informative and concise.

Mobilization of the ingestion zone monitoring teams was excellent.
There were three teams from the Department of Agriculture, two from the
Department of Consumer Protection, and three from the Department of Health.

l All participants had received their notificatios from DEP through a fan-out
system. However, the teams were not adequately briefed on the high levels of
radiation from the cesium-137 deposited on the ground.

.

An ingestion pathway team from the Department of Agriculture was the
only team observed during this azercise. The team had adequate equipment for
collecting ingestion zone samples but did not have an adequate number of forms
to label the samples that would be collected in a real radiological emergency.:

The team was not sure which samples to collect or how to sample and did not
record enough information to adequately document samples. Well water was

incorrectly collected instead of surface water. The team did not record the
date and time the sample was taken.

,

;

In general, communications between the control point, the State EOC,
and the ingestion pathway teams was excellent. The use of secondary

;
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communications was demonstrated during this exercise. However, one team was
dispatched without a radio.

The Radiological Health Laboratory performs radioanalysis of all food,
water, milk, and livestock feed samples. Laboratory staff members working in
the first shift displayed good technical training and knowledge of their
assigned duties. Round-the-clock staffing capability was demonstrated by
presentation of a roster. c

Instrumentation _was good and procedures were in place for obtaining
samples (e.g., food, milk) for measurement. Procedures were also in place for
registering the samples as they arrived.

Deficiency and Recommendation

1. Description: The ingestion pathway team observed was not
,

sure which samples to collect and did not record encugh
information to adequately document samples (NUREC-0654, II,
I.8).

Recommendation: Provide the ingestion pathway teams with
additional training in procedures and sampling techniques.

Areas for Improvement and Recommendations

1. Description: The silica gel filters were not individually - -

sealed in polyethylene bus. The bags would prevent
deterioration from ex:ess moisture and contamination from
radioiodine and particulates (NUREG-0654, II, I.8).

Recommendation: Consider packing silica gel filters in
polyethylene bags which do not allow moisture to get
inside. The amount of moisture can be reduced by having
desiccant crystals in the bag with the detector.

2. Description: The plume tracking teams had difficulty
calculating iodine ccacentration (NUREC-0654, II, I.10).

Recommendation: Provide the teams with adequate '

instruction in calculating iodine concentration, or perform
the calculation at the EOC.

3. Description: The ingestion pathway teams were not

thoroughly briefed before beginning their sampling
activities and also while in the field (NUREG-0654, II,
I.8).

Recommendation: Provide the ingestion pathway teams with a
thorough briefing before their sampling activities begin
and give them updated information while in the field.
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2.1.5 Reception / Relocation Centers

1

overview

The Wethersfield shelter was activated for this exercisa. Reception /
relocation operations consist of a host EOC to coordinate activities and
communication, a reception center to process evacuees, and a shelter

| (congregate care center) to provide housing. The host EOC was located in the
| Wethersfield Town Hall. Facilities at the EOC were adequate. Appropriate

,

i maps were posted and the status board was kept current. The EOC was activated
|

promptly following a call from the Area III OCP of an Alert at the plant. A "

written call list was used to notify all emergency personnel and the EOC was )i

operational within 20 minutes. All EOC perscnnel were knowledgeable of their i

duties and carried them out proficiently. |

Communications consisted of police radios, commercial telephones, and a !

RACES system. However, communications to the host EOC from the State EOC were
minimal. After the initial notification, the host EOC was not avara of any
changes in plant status nor the declaration of a 3 tate of Emergency.

A reception center was established at the Wethersfield Town Hall. The

center was promptly activated and staffed by both volunteers and Town of
Wethersfield personnel. Twenty-four-hour continuous staffing capability is |
provided for in the written procedures. Approximately 240 evacuees were
processed smoothly and efficiently. State personnel monitored arriving buses

,

]and evacuees for contamination. Decontamination of evacuees would be
accomplished ' in the school next to the Town Hall. - Showers were available;
contaminated clothing would be isolated and fresh clothing issued. After
being monitored, evacuees were briefed on procedures and then registered using

| Red Cross registration cards.
i

After registration, the evacuees were taken by bus to the shelter at
Webb Jr. High School about two miles away. The school is no longer in use and
can accommodate 400 evacuees. Additional shelters can be established in town
buildings, churches, and schools, if cecessary. The Red Cross performed well
in processing, feeding, entertaining, and caring for the medical needs of the

I evacuees.

Area for Improvew nt and and Recommendation

t

| 1. Description: Communications to the Wethersfield host EOC
from the State EOC were minimal. The hoist EOC was not
aware of any changes in plant status nor of the declaration

of a Scace of Emergency (NUREC-0654, II, E.5).
Recommendation: The state should keep host EOCs apprised
of important developments so that appropriate measures can

I
l

(

|
_ _ . _ _ . , _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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be caken by the host area and local governments and so that
evacuees will receive official information regarding the
accident.
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2.2 LOCAL EOCs

i

i 2.2.1 East Lyme

.
"Overview

Notification of an Alert was accomplished by a radio peger sysges and
verified by a call back to the utility. This system was triggered at
8:07 a.m. with messages to the East Lyme First Selectman and the Civil -

,

| Preparedness Director. Staffing of the EOC was completed by 8:30 a.m. The

[ telephone list used to contact the staff also had alternate numbers.
Approximately 30 people participated, including personnel from the Connecticut|

State Police, Eas_t Lyme Police, East Lyme Fire Department, East Lyme Health-

i Department, and the East Lyme Nursing Association. Round-the-clock staffing
| capability was demonstrated by the posting of a roster.
|
| Emergency operations management at the East Lyme EOC was good. The
! First Selectman and Civil Preparedness Director were in charge and both were
'

'

very knowledgeable of their duties. Periodic staff briefings were held and

i the staff was involved in decision making. A copy of the East Lyme plan was
[ available but there were no written procedures or check lists for the staff.

Messages were logged and distributed but there was no copy machine available.,

: Access to the EOC was controlled by an East Lyme police officer posted at the
~ S; entrance. The First Selectman-simulated a call to the National Guard asking

i for assistance with traffic control.
.

The East Lyme EOC is located in an old fire station. It is a two-story

|. brick building with adequate space. Lighting and furniture were adequate to
| support operations, and sleeping, bathroom, and kitchen facilities were
! available in addition to a backup power supply. A status board was clearly

*

visible and it was kept up to date with emergency classification- levels and,

other significant events. A map of the plume EPZ, with sectors labeled, was
also posted. Evacuation routes and relocation centers were posted on the
status board. Maps with access control points, radiological monitoring,

| points, and population by evacuacion area, although available in the plan, '

I were not posted.
t

! Communications at the East Lyme EOC were handled efficiently. The
| communications cancer was located in a separate room at the EOC. Contact with

'

I the State EOC ana the EOF was by telephone with RACES as backup. Contact with
other local EOCs was by RACES with telephone as backup. Communications from
the utility were by radio pager with telephone call-back as verification. The-

EBS station was notified by telephone or by the Civil Defense radio. The
media center, local schools, and other support groups were in contact by
telephone. East Lyme has two ambulances which were in contact with the EOC4

using a two-frequency fire service radio. There were adequate telephones in
the EOC and telephone conferencing was available between the key staff.

:
!

. , _ , _ . _ _ . . . . - _ . _ . _ _ . . _ . . . _ _ _ - . -__ __
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Radiological exposure control was weak at the EOC. The Radiological
Dsfense (RADEF) officer had recently joined the staff and needed training in
radiation protection. There was an insufficient quantity of low range (0-
200 mR) direct-reading dosimeters, and permanent-record dosimeters were not
available. Record-keeping procedures were also not demonstrated.

Public alerting was accomplished by notifying the EBS of evacuation c'

plans and sounding the sirens. East Lyme has 23 sirens but nine of them did
'

not work. It was felt that since the sirens are triggered by a radio signal,
a simultaneous signal from another community caused this malfunction. No
route alerting was accomplished.

The First Selectman indicated that fire department vehicles were
available to handle mobility-impaired citizens. The staff nurse at the EOC
from the East Lyme Nurse's Association had a list of these people and also
knew which of them required oxygen-tanks to be moved along with them. '

The EOC staff from the East Lyme Health and Water Departments were on
hand and seemed familiar with actions to monitor water supply intake points,
close markets and restaurants, notify farmers to shelter animals, and restrict
marketing of fruits and vegetables. They also seemed confident they had the1

j right communications link with the state to receive additional help with these
' problems.

: Public and media relations were not observed because no media personnel
! vere admitted in the East Lyme EOC. Media personnel were directed to the
j state media center in Hartford.

~ "

!

| Thara are no procedures for recovery and reentry in the East Lyme
plan. A round-table discussion was led by the First Selectman and the Civil:

'
Preparedness Director along with the rest of the staff. Some very good points
were brought up, but the general feeling was that the state would take over,

'

and direct this activity.

The scenario adequately tested the plans and capabilities for response
to a radiological emergency.

Deficiencies and Recommendations

1. Description: There were insufficient low-range (0-200 mR)
direct-reading dosimeters, and permanent-record dosimeters,
were not available (NUREG-0654, II, K.3.a).
Recoassendation: Provide sufficient low-range direct-
reading and permanent-record dosimeters.

2. Description: The RADEF officer was uncertain of his duties
concerning radiological exposure control (NUREG-0654, II,
K.3, K.4, K.5).

I
l

., _ . - . . . _ _ _ _ _ - , . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . _ , . . . _ _ _ _ . _ . , _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ . _ . ,
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Recosamendation: Provide the RADEF officer with appropriate
training in radiological exposure control.

3. Description: Nine out of 23 sirens did not operate when
activated (NUREG-0654, II, E.6).
Recosumendation: Determine the cause of the siren mal-
function and correct it..

Areas for Improvement and Recosamendations -

1. Description: Internal message handling was not optimal
(NUREG-0654, II, H.3).
Rocomumendation: Consider acquiring a copy machine for the

| EOC.
I

2. Description: Although there is a prison within East Lyme,
, there is no mention of it in the East Lyme plan regarding

| evacuation or other protective actions (NUREC-0654, II,
' J.10.d, J.10.g).

; - Recommendation: Address East Lyme's responsibility to
! the prison regarding an evacuation or other protective
' response in the local plan.

3. Description: There are no procedures for recovery and
reentry in the East Lyme plan (NUREG-0654, II, M.1). - s

Recoaumendation: Include procedures governing recovery and
reentry in the East Lyme plan.

i
|

- - - . . - - - . . - . . - . - - . - . - - . _ - . - - - - - - . - . - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - ~.
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2.2.2 Fishers Island N.Y.
1

Overview

The Fishers Island EOC was located in the fire station. This facility

was well suited to effective operations regarding space, noise control,
security, and ability to carry out extended operations. A generator was also , , ,

available. Appropriate maps for an island location and status boards were
available except for a map showing specified relocation points. The nature of
the' island requires some flexibility in planning for relocation on or off this
island.

The EOC was promptly activated after notification of an Alert at
7:45 a.m. Following notification, the EOC staffing was completed in
35 minutes. The staffing process used both the formal radio pager and
informal lines of communication present in this small community. The EOC was
sufficiently staffed for this exercise and included: Selectmen, telephone
company representative, Harbor Master, electric company representative, State
Police, and the island doctor. The EOC management was good. The segff was
knowledgeable and all members functioned efficiently in their assignments.
All exercise activities that were directly related to this island were given

careful attention and noted on the status board. Sufficient staff members to
support continuous operation were available although a specific roster was not
present.

The overall communication system was adequate and the personnel were , _

adept in using both the primary system and backups. Communications consisted
of commercial telephones, RACES, and additional radios. However, three

systems experienced problems during the exercise which required implementation
of various backup modes: (1) the telephone to the utility was often busy and
therefore the receipt of messages was delayed; (2) the RACES system needed a
permanent exterior mounted antenna and (3) the island's " utility radio" did
not function properly when it came time to activate the sirens - however,
a backup telephone call ensured that the sirens were activated promptly.
Discussions were held on how to free up trunk lines in case the island
telephone system became jammed. The telephone company representative in the
FOC was instrumental in discussing the solutions.

Actions taken by the EOC to protect the public included: (1) activat-
ing the sirens, (2) sending prepared EBS messages, and (3) notifying schools
of the emergency situation. Because Fishers Island was not in the plume an

evacuation was not ordered. However, the staff discussed issues relating to

an evacuation such as estimated seasonal population and transportation
requirements to evacuate the affected population. Particular concern was
expressed by EOC personnel that the plan calls for evacuation to New London
and then to Willimantic. The EOC officials reject this as a host community as
it requires their residents to move through a plume area and to be inter-
singled with New London people who will also be evacuating. More considera-
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tion must be given to a reception center that can accomodate ferries and
boats.

There were sufficient quantities of 0-200 E direct-reading dosimeters
but there were insufficient quantities of 0-200 mR direct-reading dosimeters

for all emergency workers. No permanent-record dosimeters were available.
The EOC officials expressed a desire to attend a radiological health training

program.

Media relations were not demonstrated. There were no press briefings
during the exercise nor press requests for information.

Recovery and reentry were not demonstrated. The EOC held a tabletop
discussion and EOC members considered a number of appropriate questions. The
utility representative also participated in this discussion.

As in the 1982 exercise of Fishers Island, the scenario did not provide
much activity for this EOC. However, the staff continuously discussed what
they would do if protective actions were needed.

Deficiencies and Re:ommendations

1. Description: There were insufficient low-range (0-200 mR)
direct-reading d'osimeters, and permanent-record dosimeters

~

were not available (NUREC-0654, II, K.3.a).
Recommendation: Provide sufficient low-range direct-

~ *

reading dosimeters and permanent-record dosimeters.

2. Description: The ROC staff needs supplemental training in
radiological exposure control (NUREC-0654, II, 0.4.c).
Recomunendation: Provide additional training for the Fisher

Island EOC staff in radiological esposure control.

i 3. Description The ability to receive the recorded message
| from the utility was often hindered by the lack of

sufficient telephone lines to the utility (NUREC-0654, II,
'

,,

E.1)..

! Recommendation: Make additional incoming telephone lines
to the utility available for the local EOCs to use.

;

! Alternatively, devise a new system to distribute messages
'

to the EOCs.

! Areas for Improvement and Recommendations
j

i l

i

1. Description: Several problems with communications systems |
surfaced during the exercise: the RACES system needs a

j permanent exterior-mounted antenna, and the island's

|
.._._________-_ ___ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . _ _ _ . _ . .
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" utility radio" did not function properly when used to
activate the sirens (NUREG-0654, II, F.1).
Recoaumendation: Identify and correct the problems with the

RACES systems and the utility radio.

2. Description: Evacuees from Fishers Island may have to
'

traverse the plume to reach the host community (NUREG-0654,-

II, J.10.g). c
,

Recomunendation: Consider assigning Fishers Island evacuees
to a host coaununity which does not require the evacuees to -

traverse the plume in order to reach the shelter.
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2.2.3 City of Croton-

Overview

The City of Croton EOC was located in a multipurpose municipal
byilding. The facilities were well suited to the effective operation of an
EOC and had been improved since the last exercise. The level of noise inside '

the EOC had been reduced by relocating most backup radios such as the RACES
radio and Citizens Band scanner upstairs. Only telephones and the . police

| radio were kept in the EOC. Security was also improved; all personnel vore
' badges with an identification photo. All required EOC maps, status boards,

logs, and plans were present and were used efficiently during the exercise.

The EOC was promptly activated after notification of an Alert at
,

! 8301 a.m. The utility notified the Civil Defense Director by peger. Staffing

! was complete in 18 minutes and included the heads of all essential city
i agencies includingt police, fire, civil defense, health, highway, recreation,

and town management. The Mayor was in charge and supportu by the Civil

j Defense Director. The Mayor and Director used the field intelligence data
obtained from the individual EOC staff networks to effectively gauge
conditions outside the EOC. Round-the-clock staffing was demonstrated by,

,

I presentation of a roster.

|

The overall communication system within the EOC was good. The'

; communication control center was in a separate area where broadcasting noises
! could be confined. The telephone was the primary means of communication, and ,' 5

( both the Civil Defense and police radios were used as backups. RACES radio
! operators can be mobilized should the need arise, although they were not used
! for this exercise. The IOC communication system also included radio pagers,,

which were worn by key officials for prompt emergency notification.

Actions taken to protect the public included! (1) activating sirens,
(2) route alerting where sirens failed and where there were reported problems
in hearing the sirens, and (3) preparing EBS messages. The EOC sent out
prescribed messages through the EBS system.

When sheltering in place was recommended by this EOC, the town sent an '

E85 message to its citizens and simulated repeating it every 15 minutes.
However, the message did not contain enough instructions on precautions such
as closing windows, nor did it contain advice on respiratory protection

! measures.

The City of Croton had the staff and equipment to provide for access
control, evacuation, and sheltering. Although the EOC staff is aware of the
location of mobility-impaired individuals in the area, more-specific
evacuation plans need to be developed for their protection and the protection
of transients.,

1

-- . - - - . . , _ - - _ _ _ . . - - - _ - _ _ _
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Radiological exposure control was demonsrated and was acceptable forExposure control and,,

the protection of emergency workers under this scenario. RADEF

decontamination for the emergency workers was the responsibility of thef the
officer who issued a few pocket dosimeters to demonstrate understanding o

'

The remaining

procedures for issuing dosimeters and recording readings. d

d3simeters were kept upstairs in the police department and would be issue
_

Dosimetry equipment included high-range (0-

200 R), medium-range (0-20 R), and low-range (0-200 mR) dosimeters, chargers,
Iduring an actual emergency.

Permanent-record dosimeters were not available. .
The RADEF officer also demonstrated the EOC capability to decontaminate

.and record-keeping cards.
!

emergency workers.

Media relations were not demonstrated since a member of the media was
,

/

not present at this EOC.
The city demonstrated recovery and reentry by a tabletop discussionThis activity served as a training

-

c:hich was led by the exercise controller. t

session, where EOC staff considered such issues as EBS messages for reen ry,
ingestion pathway monitoring, reopening' of businesses and schools, and co. Officials demonstrated a good4

ordination with state officials upon reentry. *
-

understanding of the necessary measures.

The EOC staff believed that this scenario had long periods of inac.
;

They also expressed a concern that the 24 hour time leap was notThe time leap information that was submitted to them did not
;
'

.tivity. ,

i

contain sufficient information on the accident status or the local env ron-
| .well controlled. - a
|

. mental conditions.i

Deficiencies and Recommendations
Permanent-record dosimeters were not avail-1. Description:

able (1UREG-0654. II, K.3.a). Provide sufficient permanent-record dosimeters.
Recomendation:

The EBS message prepared by the EOC did not
provide detailed information on a "take shelter" action2. Description _:

(NUREG-0654,II,E.5). Issue EBS messages containing more details on
Recomendation_:
protective actions.

| Detailed evacuation plans are not available
Yor mo)111ty-impaired or transient individuals in the City3. Descri> tion:!

of Groton (NUREG-0654, II, J.* 0.d). Prepare a detailed evacuation plan forl

|^ mobility-1mpaired and transient individuals in the CityRecommendation:j

of Groton.

|

,. . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . ~ __ _ . . _ . _... _ ________ _...__ _..__________ _ _ _ ______ --
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2.2.4 Town of Croton.

s> 4

Overview

The Town of Croton EOC was located in the municipal police department
building. The EOC was set up prior to the exercise and had adequate ligAcing, , -

space, and fyrniture. In addition, sleeping accommodations, a locker room' '
with showers, cooking equipment, and a; generator could ' support extended'
operations even if electrical power was m e available. Upon demonst' ration
though, the generator produced fumes thal were drawn into the EOC by 'the -

ventilation system. All necessary maps and status boards were posted and
their graphic quality was excellent, particularly the sylar overlays,for plume
projections. However, making the EOC physical facility operational could 5

! require a significant lead time to acquire tables and estabt|sh phone hook-
ups. This could pose a logistics problem in a real emeEgency requiring' a

[' k.
raptd response.i

c,' The EOC was promptly activated after notification of an Al,tet emergency
, classification at 8:03 a.m. The Civil Preparedness Officar received the'
notification by radio pager and verified it by telephone call-back. As the
class of incident increased in severity to i Site Area reorgency,' acre staff,

! members were notified by using a written call list. The staff included J

j representatives from the following municipal organizationa:s health, radiation g

detection, police, fire, schools, social services, recreation, building

commission, civil preparedness, town management, public information, and ,I [-

municipal clerk. The staff functioned and interacted effectively and ths i

( Civil Preparedness Officer clearly manag'ed the staff. Round-the-clockf#
! staffing was also available. ",s.

(

| The overall communication, system'was good. The communications control '
center was in a separate area from the EOC where che broadcasting noises could
be confined. This center included a large contr'*5 board with police, . fire, y

i Civil Defense, and AM/FM radios, and an electronic map that showed the
#j location and status of all sifens in town. A inone was also available for

| receiving or sending select * kinds of information. j A second communication
,

j eenter was established for RACES operators in anottur part of the building. *

Key officials were radio pagers for prompt emergency notification.
x

'
..

Messages to or from the communications center were recorded on detailed
forms with color < coded copies. This syste a , processed all information effi-

;

i ciently. However, some communications between this EOC and the. state agencies
were not as effective. Forf example, thA Civil Preparedness Officer sent a

,

' request from the EOC to,the State EOC asking if dairy cows should be sheltered t

even though they were' cot in the plume. This request was never answered. .,

Actions taken to protect the public included: (1) activating sirens, '

j (2) route alerting where sirens failed, and (3) establishing' standby traffic
i control points for access control. Special plans were alsan in place for (

transporting mobility-impaired residents. Evacuation did notf take place and
.

- __ ,,_. . _ _ a _ ..-r , _ _ _ _ ,__.,_........,_,.m.,_,,m_,--._._..-_...,._.-__.4.}b~ k. . . . . .. . . . - . _ , _ _ , , _ - _ . .
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the traffic control points were not activated. The EOC clearly demonstrated
that it could respond to rapidly developing events.

Radiological exposure protection was demonstrated by series of

activities. On the night before the exercise, a radiological exposure and
decontamination drill was conducted. The decontamination operation was well
managed. The staff demonstrated correct procedures and techniques for
dicontamination and the facility was well laid out to support the operation.

"

Part of this decontamination drill was to be continued during the exercise,
but this activity was not included in the scenario as had been agreed upon.
The supplies for the decontamination efforts were stored in the same building
as the EOC and seemed sufficient for. processing 50 or more people. The

equipment and supplies were well organized, which reflected detailed planning. -

Numerous (20-30) radiological exposure control kits were brought to the
communications center. These kits were simulated to have been dispersed to

the access control teams, on standby at four highway locations, and police and
fire officers. Direct-reading dosimeters were observed on the desk of the

| police officer that controlled access to the EOC. Permanent-record dosimeters
were not available.

Media relations were not demonstrated since a member of the media was
'

i not present at this EOC.
i
l

j Recovery and reentry were not demonstrated since an evacuation was not
part of this scenario. Nevertheless, the entire EOC staff conducted a table-
top discussion of strategies for carrying out such activities if they were to

~

occur in the future. Officials demonstrated a good understanding of the ?

appropriate actions.

The scenario did not fully test the emergency preparedness of this
EOC. There were long periods of inactivity and the players believed that they
were not sufficiently challenged by this exercise. A great deal of effort had
been expended in setting up the facility, preparing for decontamination
activities, and arranging for staffing.

Deficiencies and Recommendations
,

1. Description: Permanent-record dosimeters were not avail-
| able (NUREC-0654, II, K.3.a).

Recommendations: Provide sufficient permanent-record
dosimeters.

2. Description: Several sirens did not operate when activated
(NUREC-0654, II, E.6).
Recommendation: Determine the cause of the siren
malfunction and corrected it.

. _ . - _ _ _ . _ . _ _
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Areas for Irprovement and Recomumendations

1. Description: The generator produced fumes which were drawn
inside the EOC and could pose a problem during sustained
use (NUREG-0654, II, H.3).
Recoannendation: Consider relocating the generator,,

,

modifying the air intake system, or modifying the exhaust c

system.

.

2. Description: Making the EOC operational may require a
significant amount of time to establish telephone hook-ups

and obtain furniture and boards (NUREC-0654, II, H.3, H.4).
Recommendation: Provide an in place system to make the EOC
operational including permanent and easily accessible
equipment.

3. Description: The State EOC did not respond to a request,

for data from the Town of Groton EOC (NUREC-0654 II,

F.l'b, F.1.e)..

Recommendation: It is suggested that the state respond
promptly to requests of information from local EOCs.

i
i

~ ?

s

e

o
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2.2.5 Ledyard

overview
#

The Ledyard EOC was located in a high school sub-basement. This
facility was well suited to the effective operation of an EOC as to the space, )

dsecurity, and ability to carry out extended operations. Noise and access
control were good. A generator was also available. All necessary EOC maps I

and status boards were posted and copies of the evacuation route map had been
~

previously distributed to the town residents.

The EOC was promptly activated after notification of an Alert at
8 a.m. The Civil Defense Director received notification by a radio peger and

verification was by a telephone call-back. Staffing was completed in
' 20 minutes and included representatives from the following municipal organi-

zations: Civil Defense, Mayor's office, Fire Department, and ambulance
service. A backup staff was also present for relief of communications.
personnel. The management of the staff was good. The Civil Defense Director
was knowledgeable and thorough in maintaining constant communication with the
s ec.f f. The staff members functioned effectively in their assignments. Round-
the-clock s,taffing was available with. additional police and fire personnel.

1

The overall communication
efficient in their' use of the~ system was good and the personnel weresystem. The primary and backup systems
comprised RACES, hand-held radios, high-band radios, pagers, and a land-line- - -

telephone. However, a problem developed with the pagers. Although the pager - 4

i activation signal sounded, verbal messages were garbled and faint. Messages
were clearly received over the backup radio and land-line telephone.

; Actions taken by the EOC to protect the public included activating
sirens and promptly notifying the town schools and institutions of an
emergency situation. Of the four sirens tested, two failed to sound. Utility4

personnel were on hand to evaluate and ccrrect the nonworking sirens.
Evacuation and access control were not demonstrated.

4

Radiological exposure control equipment and forms were in place except-
for low-range (0-200 mR) and mid-range (0-20 R) dosimeters and permanent- .

record dosimeters. All equipment was functional and the EOC RADEF officer was
well informed on how the equipment was to be used for exposure control.,

' Recovery and reentry were not demonstrated since an evacuation was not
part of this scenario. The EOC staff held a tabletop discussion on recovery

and reentry following the termination of the exercise. Some of the is' sues
discussed were access and traffic control, radiological monitoring, shopping

availability, and service reestablishment. Officials demonstrated a good
understanding of the appropriate actions.

.
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The scenario was adequate. The EOC staff was sufficiently tested with

a full amount of exercise components. However, it might be useful in a future
exercise to test the ability of a town such as Ledyard to carry out an
evacuation and to conduct recovery and reentry.

" "
Deficiencies and Recoannendations

1. Description: There were insufficient low-range (0-200 mR)
'

and medit vrange (0-20 R) direct-reading dosimeters, and
permanent-record dosimeters were act available (NUREC-0654, -

II, K.3.a).

Recommendation: Provide sufficient low- or medium-range
dosimeters and permanent-record dosimeters.

2. Description: Two out of four sirens did not operate when
activated (NUREC-0654, II, E.6).
Recommendation: Determine the cause of the siren
malfunction and correct it.

.
Area for Improvement and Reconunendation

.

1. Description: Two pagers were inoperative (NUREC-0654, II, .,

F.1.e). - e,

Recommendation: Monitor conununication equipment at regular
intervals and repair the inoperative pagers.

s

O

f

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2.2.6 g

c Overview
.

The Lyme EOC is located in the Lyme fire station at Hamburg Cove. The
EOC had sufficient space, lighting, furniture, and kitchen and bathroom
facilities and a backup power supply. Only one telephone was available, but

there were several backup comumunications systems at the EOC. The facilities

were adequate to support 24-hour operations for a protracted period., Naps
showing the EPZ with labeled sectors, evacuation routes, relocation centers,4

population by evacuation area, and public alerting routes were posted. In j
addition, an electronic map showed the location and status of each of Lyme's
sirens. The status board was clearly visible and kept current on significant

' events including emergency classification levels. I
I

i

Activation and staffing of the EOC was accomplished efficiently. Key |
jEOC staff were notified of the Alert by the utility via radio pagers at

8 a.m. The First Selectmen arrived at the EOC and had it activated by ;

8:15 a.m. The remaining EOC staff members were notified via radio pagers or |
fire phone and began arriving within a few minutes. The EOC was staffed with '

,

Selectmen, volunteer firemen, and other volunteers. Although never fully
staffed, there were sufficient people to operate the EOC. Because Lyme
participated in the full scale Connecticut Yankee emergency response exercise
in April 1983, it was not required to provide a full complement of staff for
this exercise. Nevertheless, more than 10 volunteers showed up for this

j exercise. The ability to operate the EOC on a continuous basis for longer- ~ 9

than 24 hours was demonstrated by the presentation of a coster of additional'

volunteers. Emergency operations were effectively managed by the First

| Selectaan. Briefings were held and proposed actions were discussed with the
staff. All staff members were knowledgeable of their specific duties.

J .

| A copy of the plan was available for reference. However, written
! procedures and checklists were used in lieu of the plan and helped in carrying
i out necessary actions. Message handling was efficient . and logs were kept.
! When messages were received they were discussed by all staff members, and maps

were used when necessary. Although access to the EOC was not- strictly
controlled, it was not necessary because of the small size of the EOC and '~

,

town.

All communications systems worked effectively. The primary system
consisted of radio pagers for initially notifying the EOC staff and alerting
the EOC to call back the utility for additional information. Although it-

perforried better than during the Haddam Neck exercise, the call-back system to
the utility was slow. The utility number was of ten busy and therefore the
receipt of messages was delayed. For backup comununications the Civil Defense
radio to the Area IV OCP and the fire telephone can be used to send and
receive messages. The EOC can also record all incoming sessages. Two radio
communications people were available, one for the telephone and the other for
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the Civil Defense and amateur radios. There were problems with the Civil
,

Defense radio early in the exercise but the First Selectman had a repair crew,

come in and fix the radio within an hour. The flow of information from the |

State E0C to this local EOC was inadequate. Furthermore, there was some
problem when a radio pager message at 9:45 a.m. gave the emergency
classification level as Alert but the tape message received via telephone gave
the classification level as Site Area Emergency (posture code CHARLIE-2).
This error was corrected later but caused some confusion at the EOC as to what

~

,

classification level they were at.
,

Pu'slic alerting was accomplished. by sounding sirens on orders from the
Area IV OCP. Of the five sirens in Lyme, four sounded. Areas where the -

sirens failed to work would be notified through route alerting with emergency
. workers following predetermined routes. The EBS message following the siren -

test was not received at this EOC. Because the EOC was not'in the plume there
was little need for protective actions. However, an EBS message was developed

'

|
and issued to tell farmers to put their livestock on stored feed.

Although not needed for this exercise, resources are available to
control access and keep evacuation routes clear. The local nurse has a
written list of the names, locations, and needs of mobility-impaired

| individuals in the area, and transportation arrangements have been made.
| There are no schools or hospitals within the Lyme EOC jurisdiction.

Information on the location of crops, dairy farms, and open water supplies was
available but not posted on a map.

Radiological exposure control procedures were not demonstr. :ed for this - O
exercise because of the EOC's full participation in the Haddam Neck exercise
earlier in the year. Although the RADEF officer was not present, it was clear
that several EOC staff members were familiar with proper radiological exposure
control and decontamination procedures. The EOC was equipped with low-range
(0-200 mR), mid-range (0-20 R), and high-range (0-200 R) dosimeters As well as
appropriate record-keeping cards, survey meters, and dosimeter chargers. The
supply of dosimeters, however, was inadequate to cover all emergency
workers. Potassium iodide was not available at the EOC but would be distrib-
uted to emergency workers by the state.

Media representatives were not present at this EOC, so this capability '

was not demonstrated.

Recovery and reentry procedures were covered in a tabletop discussion.
EOC staff members have a basic understanding of problems associated with this
phase of an incident. However, they would expect the state and federal
government to provide substantial assistance during this phase.

The role for the Lyme EOC was kept to a minimum because the staff
participated fully in the Connecticut Yankee radiological emergency response
exercise held on April 23, 1983.

-- - - - . - ..- - _ - - _ - - . - _ _ - - . _ - . - _ . .. . . . _ _
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Deficiencies and Recommendations -

,

1. Description: The ability to receive the recorded message

from the utility was often hindered by the lack of
sufficient celephone lines to the utility (NUREG-0654, II,
E.1).
Recommendation: Make additional incoming telephone lines,

to the utility available for the local EOCs to use.
Alternatively, devise a new system to distribute messages'

i to the EOCs. .

2. Description: Permanent-record dosimeters were not
~

available and there were insufficient direct-reading
dosimeters (NUREG-0654, II, K.3.a).''

' Recommendation: Provide sufficient direct-reading and
permanent-record dosimeters.

3. Description: One of the town's five sirens did not operate
i when activated (NUREC-0654, II. E.6).

Recoamendation: Determine the cause of the siren
| malfunction and correct it.

1

Area for Improvement and Recosmiendation

1. Description: There was a lack of follow-up messages _ _
.

pertaining to the class of emergency; type, quantity, and
.

1

: form of actual or projected releases; meteorological
conditions; projected dose rates; estimates of surface
radioactivity; recommended protective actions; and

|
prognosis (NUREG-0654, II, E.5).

| Recommendation: Transmit more-frequent follow-up messages
| to the local EOCs.
:

|
| c

!
|

|

!

<

t

!
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2.2.7 Montville4

Overview'

The Montville EOC is located in the basement of the public safety
tiuilding. The facility was adequate with regard to furniture, space, and
lighting, and it had a backup generator. However, the facility could be
improved by labeling staff seating, setting up more permanent tables, and

*

increasing the number of telephones. Showers and a kitchen were available for
;

'

! extended operation and cots could be obtained from several sources. The

i necessary maps and status boards were posted or available. However, the

! quality of the map displays could be improved and the status board should !

provide more-detailed information about the scenario events and personnel'

shifts. -

The EOC was activated after a second notification from the utility
requesting why an earlier call on the dedicated radio was not verified.
This second call- (8:35 a.m.) was made about 30 minutes after the first call
(8:04 a.a.) was transmitted but never verified. The First Selectman received

' a call from the dispatcher and contacted key EOC staff by radio pager. The
staff included representatives from the following organizations: civil
preparedness, radiological defense, public works, fire department, and town

constables.
4

'There was effective leadership, good management, and a knowledgeable "

staff at the Montville EOC. Information was received, Logged in, posted on
the status board, and discussed. Appropriate decisions for protecting the

j coannuaity were made by the EOC staff. Round-the-clock staffing was available
on an "ad hoc" basis although a formal shif t change roster was not evident.

j Strong commitments from volunteer emergency personnel were demonstrated as
this community participated in an actual fire emergency at about 1:30 a.m. i

j that morning. Many volunteers reported directly to the EOC after fighting the
fire.

f The overall comununication system was good although some technical
i '

problems were encountered. The EOC had an extensive ~ and overlapping
communications network which enabled the staff to effectively deal with these

'

problems. Besides telephone and police radio, there was a Civil Defense radio
~

on a shared frequency with the fire department (which they hope to separate in,

the future). Ambulances had radio capability and there was also a radio
connection with the State Police, who had patching capabilities. In addition,

there were RACES operators available in town who were able to broadcast using
7

their own power sources.

! Consunications problems involved: (1) the transmission quality of the
' '

dedicated radio used-for the initial alert notification, (2) the Civil Defense

radio that malfunctioned at the end of the exercise, and (3) periodic failure
of the EOC intercom linking the staff area to the comununications room on

,

t
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another floor. Moreover, the number of land-line telephones in the EOC was
! not adequate.

Actions taken by the EOC to protect the public included activating
sirens, simulating traffic control, and calling schools. A detailed route
alerting system and an evacuation plan for the mobility-impaired was available
but not activated for this exercise.

*

C

Radiological exposure control was adequate for the protection of

| emergency workers for this scenario. Adequate radiological exposure control
equipment and forms were in place but permanent-record dosimeters we're not
available. Montville had a well trained and prepared radiological staff
including a field monitoring team. Local residents have received training in

field monitoring and have developed 12 routes for plotting radiological
j data. The field monitoring teams and equipment were activated, sent to an

operational base, and put on standby when the EOC staff determined that the
i vind was heading towards Montville. The local fire department was selected

for the decontamination activities, and decontamination procedures were
reviewed verbally by the EOC staff.

Media relations were not demonstrated since a member of the press was
.

not present. The EOC expected to brief any members of the press in a separate
! conference room although the media would not be permitted in the EOC

administrative area.

Recovery and reentry was not demonstrated during this exercise. A
limited tabletop discussion occurred among EOC staff. _. ,

The scenario was adequate for testing the deficiencies identified
during a previous exercise and the overall preparedness of the EOC staff.

! Deficiencies and Recommendations

1. Description: Permanent-record dosimeters were not

available (NUREC-0654, II, K.3.a).
| Recoscendation: Provide sufficient permanent-record

dosimeters.

2. Description: The coussunication system did not function
properly; malfunctions affected the dedicated radio used
for the initial alert notification, the Civil Defense
radio, and the EOC intercom connecting with the
cosmmunication room (NUREC-0654, II, F.1.e).
Recommendation: Identify the coammunications equipment'

problem and remedy it.

;

&
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Areas for Improvement and Recommendations

1. Description: EOC facilities could be improved with more

permanent tables and additional land-line telephones
(NUREG-0654, II, H.3).
Recoannendation: Provide permanent tables and additional

,

land-line telephones for the EOC. ,

2. Description: A formal written list of EOC ataff for an
,

alternative shift is not available (NUREG-0654, II, A.4).

Recomunendation: Prepare a; staff roster for the EOC
alternative shift.

~

3. Description: The EOC status board lacked sufficiently
detailed information and the map displays could be improved
(NUREG-0654, II, H.3, J.10.a).
Recommendation: Provide the EOC with more-detailed maps
and status board; utilize the status board more fully.i

.

.

N
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2.2.8 New London-

Overview

The EOC is located in the New London Police Department, which will be
; relocated in a new facility within a year. The communications room was

located on a separate floor from the operations room. Noise control had been c
,

improved since last year's esercise. The status board was used effectively^

j and kept up to date, and the emergency classification levels and posture, codes
were posted. All appropriate maps were either posted or available. The plume'

! EPZ maps did not have directions given in degrees. Early messages from the
i utility were given in degrees, not by NME, SSE, etc., as indicated on the

" Nuclear Incident Report" oessage form.
3

Activation and staffing was accomplished promptly. Initial notifica-
i

tion was received at police headquarters. Following verification by calling'

the utility, a fan-out procedure was carried out. Some minor delays wereI

encountered while some staff members were in transit to their jobs. Alternate
means were used to contact these individuals. The EOC was fully staffed by

all appropriate local organizations. All staff members including backup

personnel were well trained. A shift change was also demonstrated.

Emergency operations management was effectively handled by the City
~

Manager, who worked well with the Civil Defense Director and all other agency
heads. All key staff members were involved in the decision-making process.

~

Internal message flow was unhindered despite the separation of the operations - e

and communication rooms. Security procedures were effective at this EOC.-

Cenerally, emergency classifications were received promptly from the
utility. Verification was delayed because the telephone line to the utility
to receive the recorded messages was busy. Information flow between New
London and the Area IV OCP was good; both the Civil Defense network and the
backup RACES communications functioned effectively. The EOC emergency

operator communicates with the Police and Fire Departments and Department of
Public Works through the town switchboard, which the exercise participants
indicated would be inadequate during an actual emergency because of heavy
telephone traffic. s

Following the recommendation by the utility to evacuate Sector 8
(1-5 miles), the City Manager and the Civil Defense Director discussed which
area .of New London would be affected by the evacuation. Later when the wind
shifted away from the affected portion of New London, an EBS message was sent
out to advise residents not yet evacuated from the earlier affected area to
remain in shelter.

The EBS messages regarding areas within New London that were to be
evacuated were not drafted in an orderly and systematic fashion. Notes were

o
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given to the individual responsible for announcing the EBS messages and a
statement was ad-libbed.

Dosimetry equipment was issued to emergency workers at New London's
three fire stations and at the Department of Public Work's (DPW's) building.
An adequate number of low-range (0-200 mR) and mid-range (0-20 R) dosimeters, e
chargers and record-keeping cards were available. However there were no
permanent-record dosimeters. At the DPW garage, decontamination facilities
were set up to monitor and decontaminate emergency workers and vehicles.

An individual from the local media came to the EOC and, for the
purposes of the exercise, was allowed to observe the operation. In an actual
emergency, the individual was told that he would be directed to the state
media center.

,

The EOC staff had a lengthy discussion of the recovery and reentry
items presented by the exercise controller. Issues affecting recovery and
reentry were identified and discussed.

The exercise provided a very good test of emergency capabilities. The
> City Manager and Civil Defense Director both felt that the exercise was a good

experience for radiological emergencies as well as for other emergencies
- primarily because of the interaction.and coordination it fosters between many

local EOCs.
.

-

a
.. g

I Deficiencies and Recoemendations

1. Descriptions Permanent-record dosimeters were not

; available (NUREC-0654, II, K.3.a).
| Recommendations Provide sufficient permanent-record

dosimeters.

2. Descriptions The ability to receive the recorded message
from the utility was often hindered by the lack of
sufficient telephone lines to the utility (NUREC-0654, II,

,

E.1).
Recommendations Make additional incoming telephone lines
to the utility available for the local E0Cs to use.
Alternatively, devise a new system to distribute messages
to the EOCs.

Areas for Improvement and Recommendations

1. Descriptions Plume EPZ maps did not have degrees indi-
cated. Early messages from the utility were given in
degrees, not by NME, SSE, etc., as indicated on the
" Nuclear Incident Report" message form (NUREC-0654, II,
F.1.b).

'
__
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Reconsendation: Include degree markings on the plume EPZ
map or establish procedures for giving wind directions in a-
standard form, such as NNE, or specifying affected sectors.

!

2. Description: The New London EOC communicates with the
Police and Fire, Departments and the Department of Public
Works through the town switchboard, which beconnes

'

overloaded during heavy telephone traffic, according to . c

esercise participants (NUREC-0654, II, F.i).
Recommendation Establish separate direct telephone lines

,

with these key response organizations.
.

3. Description: Emergency Broadcast System messages were ad-
libbed by the announcer on the basis of notes rather than
read from a prescribed statement (NUREC-0654, II, E.5).
Recommendation: Write out the exact content of EBS
messages so the anno ancer can simply read the prescribed
message.

.

1

,f
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{ 2.2.9 Old Lyme
i

!

Overview
,

The Old Lyme ROC is located in the town hall. The quarters are being
remodeled to provide more space for the staff. Bunks, showers, and a kitchen o

are not available at the Eoc but this does not appear to be a problem because
all staff members live nearby. The EOC has a backup power supply and
sufficient space, lighting, and furniture. Maps showing the EPZ with sectors,

labeled, evacuation routes, host communities, and access control points were
,,

posted. The status board was clearly visible and kept current of significant!

events.

; Activation and staffing of the EOC were accomplished efficiently. Key
'

EOC staff were notified of the Alert by the Area IV OCP via telephone at
! 8 a.m. A written call list was used to notify the remaining personnel. Staff

j members included the First Selectman, Health Director, a State Trooper, the
i Superintendent of Schools, and representatives from the Visiting Nurses

| Association, the Department of Public Works, and the Valley Shore Emergency
conseunications. Eound-the-clock staffing capability was descastrated by
presentation of a roster of second-shift personnel.

Emergency operations were effectively managed by the First Selectman.
j Briefings were held and proposed actions were discussed with the staff. All
j staff members were knowledgeable of their duties. A copy of the plan was -- e
j available and written procedures and checklists were used to assist in
! carrying out necessary actions. Message handling was efficient and a message
| Los was kept. Access to the Eoc was controlled.

:
All communications systems worked effectively. The primary system

consisted of radio pagers for initially notifying 80C staff and alerting the
MOC to telephone the utility for additional information. A radio encoderj

system obtained from Wortheast Utilities provided direct communication to the
4t.111ty and to the Area IV OCP. A RACES radio with an esperienced operator,

i was available as a backup. The local EBS station (WLIS) could be contacted by
; either RACES or commercial telephone. The media center, local schools, and

t

hospitals could be contacted by telephone frca the EOC. |
t

Public alerting was accomplished by sounding sirens on orders from the'
,

Area IV OCP. All 20 of the sirens were operational. The EOC also simulated
sending an announcement over the EBS tellirs farmers to shelter livestock and
pat them on stored feed. *

,

IAlthough not needed for this esercise, resources are available to

: establish traffic control points and keep evacuation' routes clear. Old Lyme !

! has no nursing homes or hospitals and there are no mobility-impaired people in
| the area. There is a small housing project in Old Lyme for the elderly but an ;

!
1

i
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evacuation of the project should not pose a problem. There are sufficient
buses to evacuate the schools.

4.

:

Radiological esposure control procedures were demonstrated at the
EOC. The RADEF officer was present and knowledgeable of proper radiological
esposure control and decontaminatica procedures. The EOC was equipped with
Idw-range (0-200 mR), mid-range (0-20 R), and high-range (0-200 R) dosimeters
as well as record-keeping cards, survey meters, and , dosimeter chargers.

,

However, the supply of low- and mid-range dosimeters was insufficient to cover
; all emergency workers. Permanent-record dosimeters were also not available.
| Potassium iodide was not available at the EOC but would be distributed to
| emergency workers by the state.

.

I Recovery and reentry procedures were covered in a tabletop discussion.
1 Plans were made and strategies discussed concerning the capabilities and
i resources needed to support recovery and reentry activities.
t

!

! The scenario seemed well designed and provided a sufficient test of
1 emergency response capabilities in all areas except for possibly recovery and
I

reentry.
,

.

; Deficiency and Recommendation
!

| 1. Description: Permanent-rem.ce dosimeters were not
! available and there were insufficient direct-reading

dosimeters (NUREG-0654, II, K.3.a).
,, _

Recommendation: Provide sufficione direct-reading and
'

1 permanent-record desiasters.
!

'|

|

|

t

I

,

e

>

|

!

!

!.
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2.2.10 Old Saybrook ',

i i

1

Overview
,

The Old Saybrook EOC had sufficient space, lighting, furniture, and
telephones to support emergency operations. There was no backup power supply.
Portable generators could be brought in during a power failure, but not before o

.

i the EOC's emergency response capability had been significantly disrupted.
4 Although not available at the EOC, kitchen and sleeping facilities are

available in nearby police and fire stations. Continuous operation of the EOC
{ for a protracted period wculd not be a problem. Access to the EPZ map showing
j labeled sectors was difficult because it was posted behind the Selectman's
'

desk. Other maps showing evacuation routes, relocation centers, access
control points, radiological monitoring points, and population by sector vere
available but not posted. The status board was visible, but was not updated
promptly because no one was assigned to keep it current on significant events.

Activation and staffing of the EOC were efficient. Key EOC staff
j members were notified of the Alert by the utility via radio pagers at

8:05 a.m. Notification of EOC staff is possible at anytime using the radio
pager system. The EOC was staffed with Selectmen, Civil Defense workers,
police and firemen, and other volunteers. Twenty-four-hour staffing

capability was demonstrated by the presentation of a roster of additional
,

' volunteers. '

| Emergency operations were effectively managed by the First Selectman - -

with assistance from the Civil Preparedness Director. Decisions on what,

; actions to take were made jointly. However, positions other than communica-
| tions and RADEF officer were not assigned, causing some confusion and
| inefficiency in EOC operation. Furthermore there was confusion on how to plot

wind direction data. griefings were held and other staff were consulted when

; appropriate. A copy of the plan was available for reference, as were written

| procedures and checklists. Message handling was efficient and logs were
' kept. Access to the EOC was controlled by a police officer.
I

All communications systems worked effectively. The primary system
consisted of a radio pager message and telephone call-back procedure. The

i system functioned well but telephone lines to the utility were often busy and
| therefore the receipt of more detailed information was delayed. Furthermore,

: the amount of information received was very limited. The staff members
! thought that they needed frequent and more-detailed messages to help them
' decide what actions to take. Backup communications capability is possible
i using the Civil Defense radio to send and receive messages through Area IV

OCP.
:
; Public starting was accomplis:tet by sounding sirens, activating tone
( alert radios, issuing E85 messages, and route alerting. One siren, at

! Saybrook Point, failed to sound. The initial EBS message was broadcast before
!
I
'

!

|

- - - _ . - - _ - _ - _ _ - - _- - _ ._ -_ - - _- _ - - - _- - . - - . .
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4 the sirens were sounded, but was repeated several times between 11:40 a.m. and
E85 messages drafted at the EOC were based on information received fromi noon.

the utility and relayed to the local EBS station for broadcast.
,

Discussions on evacuation and protective actions were held. The staff

! decided that, since the local hospital and convalescent home were on the outer
' frisse of the 10-mile EPZ, they would not be evacuated. Sheltering would be

j the most severe protective action, ordered for these facilities. Although not
'

; needed for this exercise, resources are available to establish traffic control
: points and keep evacuation routes clear There was some confusion as to who
J would control rail ar.d river traffic and there were no instructions in their
j local plan regarding this matter. There was a written list of the names,

| locations, and special needs of mobility-impaired individuals in the area.
However, transportation arrangements for these individuals have not been made.

Radiological exposure control procedures were adequately demonstrated.
| The RADEF officer and his assistant were very knowledgeable of proper

i radiological exposure control and decontamination procedures. The RADEF
j officer, however, is an employee at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station and
j may not be available during an actual e rent at the facility. The EOC was
' equipped with low-range (0-200 mR), mid-range (0-20 R), and high-range (0-200

R) direct-reading dosimeters as well as ' appropriate record-keeping cards,
| survey meters, and dosimeter chargers. Permanent-record dosimeters were not

available. Furthermore, the supply of dosimeters was inadequate to cover all'

j emergency workers. Potassium iodide was not available at the EOC but wuuld be
distributed to esergency workers by the state.

;

! Interaction *with media representatives was limited; all inquiries were
~ '

! referred to the media center.
i

Recovery and reentry procedures were covered in a tabletop discussion.
: It was clear that the EOC had a well-thought-out and organised approach to

recovery and reentry. Staff members thought they had the resources to control'

the area until residents could return. While evacuated, residents would have
a telephone number they could call to get information regarding Old Saybrook
and the reentry status. They would, however, expect the state and federal
governments to provide substantial assistance during this phase.

The scenario did not provide much activity for the Old Saybrook EOC.
The staff would like to be "In the plume" during some future exercise in order
to more fully test their emergency response capabilities.

Deficiencies and Recoannendations

1. Description The ability to receive the recorded message
from the utility was of ten hindered by the lack of suffi-
cient telephone lines to the utility (NUREC-0654, II, E.1).
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Recommendation: Make additional incoming telephone lines
to the uttitty available for the local E0Cs to use.
Alternatively, devise a new system to distribute messages*

to the E0C.

2. Descr1 > tion: There were insufficient direct-reading
dosimelers and permanent-record dosimeters were not avail-*

able(NUREG-0654.II,K.3.a), c

Recommendation: provide sufficient direct-reading and
permanent-record dosimeters. .

3. Descri > tion: One of the sirens did not operate when
-

activated (NUREG-0654 II, E.6).
Recomendation: Determine the cause of the siren mal-
function and correct it.

4. Description: No transportation arrangements have been
made for persons with impaired mobility (NUREG-0654 II,

J.10.d).
Recommendation: Make transportation arrangements for
mobility-tapaired individuals.

Areas for Improvement and Recommendations

1. Description: There was a lack of follow-up messages
pertaining to the class of emergency, type, quantity, and 4form of actual or projecte'd releases, meterological -con-
ditions, projectad dose rates, estimates of surface radio-
activity, recommended protective actions, and prognosis
(NUREG-0654.II,E.5).
Recommendation: Transmit more-frequent follow-up messages
to the local EOCs.

2. Description: The E0C has no permanent backup power
supply (NUREG-0654. II, E.5).
Recommendation: Install a permanent emergency generator
capable of supporting EOC communication operations.

respons1 Die for the control of rail (local, state, or federal)3. Description: The organization .

and river traffic has
not been identified in the local plan (NUREG-0654 II,

J.IO.j).
Recommendation: Identify the organization for the control
of rail and river traffic in the Old Saybrook local plan. -

4. Description: There was some confusion over how the wind
direction data were to be plotted (NUREG-0654, II, 0.4.a).
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Recommendation: Train the IOC staff in the proper way to

plot wind direction data.

6. Description: Lacit of specific job assignments for some
staff personnel caused some confusion and inefficiency in
Eoc operation (NUREC-0654, II, A.2.a).
Recommendation: Assian specific personnel by name and*

'

title to each staff position.
,

O

*T
I

*
. .

D $

*

,
.

m
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l

l
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2.2.11 Waterford

Overview

The Waterford EOC was located in the police station. The operations
"

room itself was small for the number of people working in it. Noise was
moderate although there was some confusion at times when all the phones were
ringing at once and the media were on hand with their cameras and light,s. The
station can accommodate a number of people overnight. There is a well-
equipped kitchen, locker room facilities, a gym, and backup power. Maps and

, charts were adequate and well displayed. The status board was posted and
I utilized.

! Activation and staffing of the EOC were efficient. All staff were well

; trained and the players were familiar with the plan. There was a core

| decision-making group which included the Fire Marshal, First Selectman, Chief
I of Police, a Police Sergeant, and a representative from public works. This
: team worked well together, discussing actions and decisions which the First

Selectman then ordered. Assisting were the RADEF officer, a health physicist
from the state, State Police, highway department personnel, two recorders (one4

did a log, the other a posted message board), .and a bulletin " runner," with1

others as needed (including a media coordinator who escorted reporters).
'

'
~

s Emergency operations management was effective. Ths First Selectman
| consulted with the decision-making group frequently and informed them of the " 9

status of the situation. Message logs were kept of every action and telephone,

| call. Accident Incident Reports (the Northeast Utility form) were completed,
photocopied, and distributed. Plans and other emergency procedure information
were on hand. Access to the EOC was tightly controlled with an alarm system
on all doors. All incoming people were monitored for radioactivity as well.

,

An additional management feature in Waterford is the information enchange
comeittee. Evacuees can call in to report problems (i.e., left dog behind,

left windows open, etc.) and the cosusittee notes this and responds.

Communications were extensive and sophisticated and did not rely on
'commercial telephone lines except as backup. There were direct lines to the

plant operations room and EOF, the State EOC, and the E85 radio station. The

radio system of the police and fire services was used extensively with backup
.

from RACES operators. Electronic hard-copy transmittal was demonstrated
! between the EOC and the Waterford media center.

Capabilities for dose assessment and protective action recommendation
were adequately demonstrated. Because of its close proximity to the plant,
the town has a group of radiological esperts, and its field monitoring team
supplemented information from the utility and the state. The DEP repre-
sentative was in frequent contact with the utility and state to determine
current radiological data and projected conditions. The track of the plume
was mapped and monitored closely. The radiological assessment team had a

|

L
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thorough understanding of exposure guidelines and made appropriate protective
action recommendations.

Public alerting was good. The siren system covered the entire town and
has public address capability. The ESS was very effective. The EOC has a
direct line to the radio station and an announcement can be made over EBS from
the EOC via the telephone. Coordination was excellent, response was fast, and
in'structional messages were frequent and prescripted. c

Access to the town was controlled and projected traffic volume was
discussed. There would be no problem keeping the roads clear during any
weather. The staff of the nursing home closest to the plant has received
training in evacuation procedures such as evaluating transportation needs and
requesting assistance from the EOC.

| Radiological esposure control procedures were demonstraced. The
' equipment and people familiar with its use were sufficient, but there were no
! permanent-record dosimeters. The EOC access points were monitored rather than
; requiring people in the building to wear dosimeters. Persons entering the EOC
| were checked for contamination. Dose record keeping was not observed.
i

| The media center is set up elsewhere in the town of Waterford to answer
press questions. The press were, however, allowed into the EOC to observei

| several times during the day. Nessages to the press were timely, frequent,

| and based on prepared scripts.
i

{ The acute care section of the hospital would not evacuate but would g
shut down air-conditioning systems, etc. This hospital simulated treating two;

! contaminated injured people during the exercise. The staff displayed
! sufficient knowledge of decontamination procedures. Seaside, an institution

for the sentally retarded, also has plans and arrangements with the town to
evacuate to Deansfield Training School.

Recovery and reentry was discussed by EOC managers and the staff,
covering such issues as: traffic control, coordination with State Police and

other towns, provision of public information, provision of services, order of
reentry, security, medical follow-up, and even insurance. The group was very
knowledgeable of the many problems associated with recovery and reentry after s

a nuclear accident at Millstone.

The scenario provided a significant amount of activity at Waterford and
I was a very good test of emergency capabilities. Areas of earlier deficiency
( have been corrected.

|

| Deficiencies and Reconmendations
i

1. Description Permanent-record dosimeters were not
! available (NUREC-0654, II, K.3.a).
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Recosamendations Provide sufficient permanent-record
dosirneters .

.

D
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3 SUMMARY LISTING OF DEFICIENCIES#

f

: Section 2 of this report lists deficiencies with recommendations noted
by the federal evaluators of this exercise. These evaluations are based on
the applicable planning standards and evaluation criteria set forth in Section
II of NUREC-0654-FEMA-1, Rev. 1 (November 1980), exercise objectives and the

,

evaluation criteria provided in Sec. 1.5 of this report.

| The Regional Director of FEMA is responsible for certifying to time FEMA
Associate Director, State and Local Programs and Support, Washington, D.C.,;

that any deficiencies noted in the exercise have been corrected and that such
corrections have been incorporated into the plan.

i

FEMA requests that the states and local jurisdictions submit the<

measures they have taken or intend to take to correct deficiencies. FEMA

recommends that a detailed plan, including projected and actual dates of
completion for implementing corrective actions, be provided if corrective
actions cannot be instituted immediately.

Deficiencies fall into two categoriest
i

j A. Deficiencies that cause a finding that of f-site emergency
preparedness was not adequate to provide reasonable'

d assurance that appropriate measures can and will be taken
i to protect the health and safety of the public. -

.. __

: B. Deficiencies identified where demonstrated (and observed)
performance during the exercise was considered faulty,
corrective actions were considered necessary, but other
factors indicate that reasonable assurance could be given

,

that, in the event of a real radiological emergency,
appropriate measures can and will be taken to protect the

,

health and safety of the public.'

No deficiencies in category A were identified in this exercise. Deficiencies
identified in category B are susumarised in Table 2. Deficiencies identified'

,

with an asterisk (*) merit priority attention.

i

1

f

f
.
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Table 2 Remedial Actions for N!!! stone Nuclear Power Statica -

(Oct. S, 1981)
Pase 1 of 7'

Proposed Actual

Defielencise sad RAC Escommendetton NUREC-0654 State (S) and Local (L) Completion FEsu Evaluattom of Complettee

for Corrective Actica Element Proposed Corrective Actione Date State and Local Response Date

CDealECTICUT STATE OPERATIONS

Comaecticut State Emergency Operettag

Cent ~+ (toc)

1. Description The state radiation F.I.d

control unit still lacks the abil-
ity to communicate directly from
the State EOC by radio with its
cff-site moottorlag tease.
Recommendation: Espedite the
delivery of equipment betag pur-
(hased for direct communication
capability.

2. Description: There were consider- C.4.h
abla delays la reporttag to the
media changes la plaat status and
coaJ1tione la the sorroundlag toisas

because presa statenesta were
written before verbal brieflage
were made.
Recommendation: Verbelly announce
status changes to the media as soon
as poselble and follow annovace-
meets with written press releases.

Area C1-11 PrepareJesse Of fices

1. Description: Methods of reporttag F.I.h

wind direction unre not comeistent.
ReccomenJetion: Develop and ta-

elude la the plane precise lastruc-
tiene for destgaattag effected
sectors and wind directione.

.

.

.

t

I i
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Table 2 tenedial Actione for N111 stone belear Fouer Station
.

Page 2 of 7

Proposed Actual
Deficiencise and RAC Recommendettoa Noasc-0654 State (S) anc 1.ocal (L) Completion FEMA Evaluation of Complettom

for Corrective Action Eleasat Proposed Corrective Actione Date State and Local Response Sete

FielJ hattortag Tease sad Radiological
Mealth Laboratory

1. Desertation: The tagestion pathway I.S
tema observed wee not sure ukich
samples to collect and did not
record enough laformattoa to ade- e

quately docuamat oaeples.
Recommendettoat Provide the lagee-
tion pathmay teses with additional
tr:1 stag ta procedures sad, sospling
techniques.

f

1DCAL E0Ce

East Lyme

1. Desertettom: There more taeufft- E.3.s
stemt low-range (0-200 mR) direct-
reaJing dostanters, and permanent- -

record dosimetere were not avail-
abla.
Recommendettoat Provide sof f tetent
low-range direct-reading and perne-
aant-record desteeters.

2. Desertption: The RADEF officer woe E.3 .

maccrtata of his dettee concerning E.4
raJ1ological esposure control. E.5
secommenda t t oa t Provide the aarwr -

officer with appropriate tralalag
13 radiological esposure control.

1. _Desertption: N1me out of 23 etrano g,6
did not operate *Aen activated,
seco enJatIon Deteretas the
cause of the stres mattuaction and ,

correct it.

*
,

I &

e

o e

. 8 *

'I :
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Table 2 (Cont'd)
_

- .

Fase 3 of 7

o

Proposed Actual

Soficiencies and RAC Recommendetton NUa2C-06S4 State (S) and 1.ocal (L) Completion FEMA Evaleottom of Complettom
for Corrective Action Elseent Proposed Corrective,Actione Date State and local Response Dete

Fishere telead, u.Y.

le Descriptions There more insufft- E.3.s
cient toer-range (0-200 at) direct-
reading doetasters, and personant-
record desteeters were not

ave 11able.
secommenJettom: Frovide suf f1ctest
loer-range direct-reading desteeters
and persenest-record doetasters.

D. Description: TLa EOC staff asede 0.4.c
empplemmatal tralslag la raJ1o-
logical esposere control.

'

accomaeeJattom Frovide addittomal
tr:1;. tag for the Fisher toland EOC *

staff la radiological esposure
control.

3. Seecription: The ability to
receive the recorded message from E.1
the ettlity was of ten hindered by
the lack of emificient telephone ,

11aes to the att11ty.
secommendettom Moke adJ1ttoaat
incostag telephone lines to the
utility ave 11able for the local
EOCa to ase. Alternatively, devise
o new eystes to distribute messages
to the EOCs.

City of Crotoa

le Description: Fernement-record E.3.a
destosters were not avs11able. -

secommendettoat Provide oefficient .

permanest-record doeteeters.
, ,

i

.

.

'



Table 2 (Coat'd)
.

Page 4 of

Freposed Actual
noticiencies and RAC n e - adetten IIllaec-0654 State (S) and 1.ocal (L) Completion FEsta Evaluation of Complette

for Corrective Action Elemmet Freposed Corrective Actione Date State and tacal Response hete

City of Grotes (Cest'd)
_.

2. Seecelottens The EOS message E.5
propered by the ROC did met provide
detetted taferestion en a *take
shelter * ecttoe.
Receamendattoes- Iseue RSS messages !

ce acatal g more -detalle es . protec-

tive actiepey- - e" -

/

Teeen of Cretes

1. teocription Formeneatdecetd E.3.a ,

doeteetere omre met available. < /c *

Recommeadation: Frevide aufficfeet
permanent-record desteeters.

2 teocrtetten: Several streme did E.6 ji

met operate tenee activated. |
Receemendettoes Deteratas the -

cause of the stres meliumetton and
correct it.

Ledrerd
^ < * /

'
N,

._
'

1. Desertation: There enre insufft- E.3.s # - '"
,.

7,tient low-range (0-200 mR) and -

g
-

-
and tem-range (0-20 t) direct- [+

_

reading doelentere, and permement- - * -
y

record destantere omre act avail-
able.

'Recommendettom Frow!Je sufficient #

toer- or medium-range doetasters and '
permement-record doetasters.

,

*2. aeocrietteet Tuo out of four E.6
Lirene did not operate idnea actt- e ,,, , r

,

#
-}cated. r-

Recommendattom: Determine the '
;- .,,

~ '

cause of the strea malfunction and * '

'f '<, -
,

correct it. ' - ,
,

r. .

4 ..e,

j
t ,- '

.
$

m /,

_t s - -
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Page 7 of 7

Proposed Actual
Beficiencies and BAC Becommendetton aluesG-0654 State (S) and Local (L) Completion FEM & Evaluation of Cceptetten

for Corrective Actica Element Proposed Correctiva Actione Date State and local Response ante
|

.

' Old Seybroek

1. Seacripties: The ability to E.!i

reestve the recorded message free
I the utility une of ten hindered by

the lack of eufficleat telephone
linee to the utility.
Recommenderton seeke additional

'
incoming telephone lines to the
utility eve 11mble for the local
BOCs to use. Alternettvely, devise
o new system to distribute messages

,

to the 30Ca.

2 Beecristfee There were taeuffi- E.3.e
attent direct-reading doelmeters and
permement-record desteeters were
act avellable.+

Receamendation Provide sufficient
I direct-reading and permement-record

! doelesters.

: 3, aeocript ies: See of the strees did E.6
not operate when activated.
Beceaneadattom: Determine the,

cause of the stres malfuncties and
; correct it.

| "

1

' Met rf rd

j1. Description: Fermonent-record E.3.s
i desteeters were not eve 11eble.
! Recommendattom Provide euf ttc1ent
! permanent-record destanters.

I
~

!

| *
,

!
'

.

,

'

'

. .0* - 0
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(T:bla 2 (Cont'd)
?

Fase Sr h 7-

__

Proposed Actual
Defigiencies and RAC Recommendation IIUstC-0654 State (S) and I.ocal (L) Completion Feat Evaluation of Ceepletten

for Corrective Action Element Proposed corrective Acticas Date State and Local Response Date

h
1. Descriptions The ability to E.1

rarcive the recorded message from
the ut!!1ty anne of ten hindered by
the lack of sufficient telephone
!!nes to the utility.
B commendations Noke additional
incoelag telephone lines to the
utility available for the local
EOCs to use. Alternatively, devise
o new systee to distribute messages
t3 the ROCa.

i
2 Description: Fernement-record doe- E.3.a

leet re more not available and
thers were insufficient direct-
r:ading doelesters.
R* commendation Provide sufficient
dir:ct-reading and permanent-record
doelmaters. ,

3. De cription: one of the town's E.6
favo eirene did not operate adma
cctivated.
Recommendations Determine the
cruse of the stres selfunction and
carrect it.

toont*tils

1. De cription: Foressant-record des- E.3.a -

teaters were not available.
Recommendatlon Provide aufficient
permanent-record dosimeters.

.

2. Je criptions The cosaunication F.1.e -

cyltre did not function property; -

malfunctions affected the dedicated
radis used for the initial alert
notification, the Civil Defense j

. ,

t

< .n n
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'

Fase 6 et T

Proposed Actual "
'

Defiriencies and RAC Eecommendation Mtlasc-0654 State (S) and Local (L) Completion FEMA Evaluation of Completion
for Corrective Action Element Proposed Corrective Actione Date State and local Response Date

.

Mont-ille (Cont'd)

1radio, and the EOC intercos con-
neiting with the communication <

room. d,

secommendetton: Identify the '

(ommunicatione equipment problee '

and remedy it. 'l

T
New 1.ondoa

.

1. De cription Formensat-record K.3.a 3
do:ineters were not available. ',Recommendetfon Provide suf ficient
permanent-record dosimeters. .

2. Description The ability to E.1 ?

rec:1ve the recorded message from M
the utility wee of ten hindered by

,.

the lack of sufficient telephone //
lines to the utility. '

Recommendation: Moke additional
incontng telephone lines to the '

utility eve 11able for the local
E0Ce to wee. Alternatively, devise
a ney syntee to distribute messages

,,

ts the EOCs.
.1

fld Lyme
', 1

1. De+cription Permanent-record K.3.a '

doelmeters were not available and 'I
thero mere taeufficleat direct- .

7,
reading doetasters.

Recommendetton: Provide aufficient
- .y

'

*dirset-reading and permanent-record
doelmeters.

;*

..; ,

J-

... .

,

' "
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MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

STATUS OF EXERCISE OBJECTIVES

EXERCISE March 19, 1982 October 10, 1983
OBJECTIVE EXERCISE EXERCISE c

.

1. Demonstrate ability to mobilize P P

staff and activate facilities
promptly.

2. Demonstrate ability to fully P P

staff facilities and maintain
staffing around the clock. -

3. Demonstrate ability to make P P

decisions and to coordinate
emergency activities.

,

4. Demonstrate adequacy of facilities Q' P

and displays to support emergency
operations.

5. Demonstrate ability to communicate R Q
with all appropriate locations, ~ 'organizations, and field personnel.

6. Demonstrate ability to mobilize P P

and deploy field monitoring
team in a timely fashion.

7. Demonstrate appropriate equipment P P

and procedures for determining e

ambient radiation levels.

! 8. Demonstrate appropric e equipment P P

! and procedures for measurement of
'

<

airborne radigiodine concentrations
as low as 10-/ uC1/CC in the
presence of noble gases.

9. Demonstrate appropriate equipment S Q
and procedures for collection, '

| transport, and analyses of samples
! . of soil, vegetation, snow, water,

and milk.
|

'

'

|

L
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EXERCISE March 19, 1982 October 10, 1983
OBJECTIVE EXERCISE EXERCISE

.

10. Demonstrate ability to project P P

dosage to the public via plume
cexposure, based on plant and

field data, and to determine
appropriate protective measures, *

based on PAG's, available shelter,
evacution time estimtes, and all
other appropriate factors.

11. Demonstrate ability to project N N

dosage to the public via ingestion
pathway exposure, based on field
data, and to determine appropriate
protective measures, based on
PAG's and other relevant factors.

12. Demonstrate ability to' implement N N
' *

protective actions for ingestion
,

pathway hazards.

13. Demonstrate ability to alert the R P

public within the 10-mile EPZ, and
disseminate an intial instructional
message, within 15 minutes. - s

14. Demonstrate ability to formulate Q S

and distribute appropriate
instructions to the public, in a
timely fashion.

15. Demonstaate the organizational Q P

i ability and resources necessary
to manage an orderly evacuation'

of all or part of the plume EPZ.

16. Demonstrate the organizational N N ,

ability and resources necessary
to deal with impediments to

| evacuation, as inclement weather
|

or traffic obstructions.
~

17. Denonstrate the organizational P P

ability and rescurces necessary
to control acess to an evacuated
area,

f

_ __
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(3)

EXERCISE March 19, 1982 October 10, 1983
OBJECTIVE EXERCISE EXERCISE

18.. Demonstrate the organizational Q Q1
ability and resources necessary c

to affect an orderly evacuation
of mobility-impaired individuals
within the plume EPZ. *

19. Demonstrate the organizational P3 N

ability and resource necessary
to effect an orderly evacuation
of schools within the plume EPZ.

20. Demonstrate ability to continuously Q Q
monitor and control emergency
worker exposure.

21. Demonstrate the ability to make the Z *N
decision, based on predetermined -

criteria, whether to issue KI to
emergency workers and/or the
general population. .

, ,

i
-

22. Demonstrate the ability to supply -

Q N
andadministerKI,oncethedecisiod

'

*

_ .

has been made to do so.

! 23. Demonstrate ability to effect an N N
i orderly evacuation of on-site

personnel.

1 24. Demonstrate ability to brief the P Q
| media in a clear, accurate, and

timely manner.

25. Demonstrate ability to provide P1 P2
| advance coordination of information

released,

i
26. Demonstrate ability to establish P N

i and operate rumor control in a
coordinated fashion.

.

27. Demonstrate adequacy of procedures P N

j for registration and radiological
; monitoring of evacuees.
!

28. Demonstrate adequacy of facilities P P4
for mass care of evacuees.

l

._. - -- - . . .-. .- - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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EXERCISE March 19, 1982 October 10, 1983

OBJECTIVE EXERCISE EXERCISE

29.* Demonstrate adequate equipment P P

and procedures for decontamination c

of emergency workers, equipment
and vehicles. .

') S30. Demonstrate adequacy of ambulance
facilities and procedures for
handling contaminated individuals.

31. Demonstrate adequacy of hospital Q S

facilities and procedures for
handling contaminated individuals.

32. Demonstrate ability to identify need N P

for, request, and obtain Federal -
assistance.

33. Demonstrate ability to relocate to N N

and operate the alternate EOF /EOC.

34. Demonstrate ability to estimate N N

total population exposure.
~

35. Demonstrate ability to determine P P

and implement appropriate measures
for controlled recovery and re-entry.

P1 Simulated
P2 Activity demonstrated (Rumor Control Number not published or used)
P3 Town of Waterford demonstrated activity.
P4 Mass Care Facility which was used during exercise was not the one which

would be used during a real event.
Q1 Identified lack of specific evacuation plans for mobility-impaired in the>

City of Groton and Old Saybrook. ,

LEGEND:

N = Not an exercise' objective
'

P = Objective, demonstrated
Q = Objective, demonstrated, corrective actions identified
R = Objective, significant deficiency identified (1982 Exercise)
S = Not observed by FEMA
Z = Objective, not demonstrated
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
|

Region I J.W. McCormack Post Ofilce and Court House
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

September 27, 1984

C

MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert S. Wilkerson
Division Chief

~

Technological Hazards /

FROM: Edward A. Thomas /
Division Chief
Natural and Technological Hazards

SUBJECT: Regional Evaluation of Connecticut's Schedule
of Corrective Actions

,

We have reviewed Connecticut's Schedule for Corrective Actions
and found that if completed as scheduled the deficiencie5 iden-
tified during the 1983 exercise would be corrected. '

Correction of deficiencies, procedures for implementation of
protective actions for mobility-impaired persons, and areas
questioned by your staff will be evaluated by FEMA observers
during the 1984 Millstone Exercise.

+

Attachment

|

t

!

l

.

l

.
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Summary Listing of Deficiencies.

,

Deficiencies Corrective Actions
,

b
0

State of Connecticut
[

1. The State Radiation Connecticut Office of Civil i

Centrol Unit still lacks Preparedness has met with the- !

the ability to communicate DEP, Radiation Control Unit,
directly from the State EOC and requested that wurk be
by radio with its off-site expedited. The delay has been ,

conitoring teams (FEMA-Rep-1, caused by the bidding process.
II.F.1.d.). concurrences for siting microwave
Recommendation: towers, and need for prior micro.
Expedite the delivery of wave engineering. A completion
equipment being purchased for date for the entire system annot'

direct communication capability. be predicted at this time.

2. There were considerable a. Emergency Operations Center
dalays in reporting to the Intercom (PA capability) has been
media changes in plant status extended to the Media Center.
and conditions in the surrounding This will permit the Operations
towns because press statements Room Supervisor to allow media to
were written before verbal overhear announced changes,
briefings were made (FEMA-Rep-1, _ _

II.G.4.b). b. An intercom telephone will be -

Recommendation: installed between the Governor's
Verbally announce status changes press secretary desk and the EOC
to the media as soon as possible superv isor. This will permit
and follow announcements with rapid passing of update information.

Comment: "a" is completed.
"b" is expected to be completed
by April, 1984.

.

EOF a. Local and State Training was
'modified to improve staff capability

1. Methods of reporting wind and to record wind direction.
direction were not consistent
(FEMA-Rep-1,II.F.1.b). b. A Radiological Emergency Status
Recommendation: Board, purchased by State funds,
Develop and include in the plans was provided to State and local'

precise instructions for desig- EOCs to facilitate and standardize
nating affected sectors and wind posting of wind direction infor-
direction. mation,

y THC C C M f LETICO DAT
IS PM 3eTGD Fo!'
f)cyEy fdp |3 IW*
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Summary Listing of Deficiencies

Deficiencies Corrective Actions

Field Monitoring . .

1. The ingestion pathway ttam Additional training has been f
observed but was not sure w11ch scheduled. Completion prior i
samples to collect and did 30t to the October 1984 Millstorte i
record enough information to Exercise.

-

'
,

adequately document samples
. I

>

(FEMA-Rep-1,II.I.8). -

RIcommendation:
Provide ingestion pathway teams
with additional training in pro-
cedures and sampling techniques.

I
.

- .

,..

8
.

. 4

'

9

*

:
C

%
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e
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LOCAL EOC DEFICIENCIES

Final Exercise Assessment Millstone Exercise - October 5,1983 fR2ference:

TOWN DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

East Lyme 1. Description: There were 1. Corrective Actions: (a)
insufficient low-range Procurement of a TLD
(0-200 mR) direct-reading system will be accomplished*

dosimeters; and pemanent- in FY 84. (b) Procurement ,c
'

record dosimeters were not' action for additional low-
available (NUREG-0654. II, level, direct-reading dosi- -

K.3.a). meters was initiated in ~
February,1984 Approxi-

Recommendation: Provide. mately 500 direct-reading
sufficient low-range dosimeters are in reserve
direct-reading and and are available upon
permanent-record request from State Police
dosimeters. or OCP Maintenance & Cali- -

bration Facility. In
addition, the OCP Maintenance ,.

& Calibration van travels to
affected towns to sopply
dosimeters and assist'with
dosimetry. The towns will,

<

be assisted in developing
procedures to obtain addi-

~
tional dosimetegs from the

,

~ reserve stock

2. Description: The RADEF 2. Corrective Actions: Local
- e

officer was uncertain of training in dosimetry equip-
his duties concerning ment is conducted annually.'

radiological exposure Emphasis will be placed on
control (NUREG-0654 II, training in radiological .

K.3,K.4,K.5). exposure control and usage ;

of equipmeat for this town.
! Recommendation: Provide

the RADEF officer with
appropriate training in
radiological exposure

i control. ,

3. Description: Nine out of '3. Corrective Actions: Public
_ lerting siren systems are23 sirens did not operate a

when activated (NUREG- regularly inspected every
two weeks by Northeast Util-0654. II, E.6). -

ities technicians; a more

Recommendation: Determine comprehensive inspection is
the cause of the siren conducted every three months
malfunction and correct and once a year every siren
it. speaker is sounded separately.

& usrac ,

-# Cunttcunf)>oc PbfR W Sc,PitCWCD
A LARGC *{ WEvit,"lM Pfoevnw 3_TL.ps , 15 BG
Tt-Os ARr cxPccTED M.place By t=EBRW11U
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TOWN DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ;,

>

East Lyme (Cont'd.) Although there were three !,
sirens during the Millstone ;'

'

10-mile EPZ test that /'

i failed due to technical or ,;
,

mechanical defects (problems '

with the battery, receiver t

and decoder), the remainder '

,

dfailed,because a number of
activation codes were trans-
mitted at the exact samp
' time, not allowing the nec-
essary 5-millisecond delay
required to assure sirens

/. near each other to pick up
activation signals clearly,
causing the activation
codes to block out each other
and not be received by the
siren's decoders. We feel'

confident that this problem -

will not reoccur because
officials will stagger the

-

activation code transmissions
instead of transmitting
simultaneously. -

Fishers Island, 1. Description: There were 1. Corrective Actions: Same as
New York insufficient low-range for East Lyme #1.

~ 5(0-200 mR) direct-reading
dosimeters, and perma-
nent-record dosimeters
were not available (NUREG-
0654, II, K.3.a).

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient low-range
direct-reading dosimeters
and permanent-record
dosimeters.4

'

2. Description: The EOC 2. Corrective Actions: Same

staff needs supplemental as for East Lyme #2.
training in radiological.

exposure control (NUREG-
0654. II , 0.4.c ) . .

Recommendation: Provide
additional training for .

the Fisher Island EOC
staff in radiological

' exposure control.4

-2-
|
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| - TOWN DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTf0NS
~.

i

- g,

Fishers Island, 3. Description: The ability 3. . Corrective Actions: The !
New York to receive the recorded information required for

-

"

(Cont'd.) message from the utility notification and subsequent
was often hindered by the updating of key officials
lack of sufficient tele- is passed by radio. The |i
phone lines to the utility recorded message, though
(NUREG-0654. II, E.1). important, is not as time

sensitive (NUREG-0654'

Recommendation: Make Appendix 3. C.2.b.); there- -

additional incoming tele- fore, it is considered that ,

phone lines to the utility co.npliance is being accom-
available for the local plished. The deficiency
EOCs to use. Al terna- finding is, however, accepted'

tively, devise a new as a clear indicator that -

system to distribute improvements are required
messages to the EOCs. in this area. Our investi-

gations reveal that a train-
ing problem and a procedural
problem also exist.

.

1 Ir. February,1984, OCP
conducted a seminar for all ;

'
-

EPZ towns to address both j
training and technical solu- -

tions to this problem (and
others). Additional train-
ing in use of the Incident

; Report Form and consolidation
i of call-back responsibility

'

te one person in each EOC 9

should solve the problem.

Additionally, several tech- [
nical approaches have been !,

,

|
initiated: *

i

a. Utility will revise their

!
procedures.

|

| b. Civil Prepardness high-
band radio will be used as
an alternate notification '

method should the call-back
system experience a slow
dcwn. To accomplich this,

| a high-band radio retrans-'

3
8'mission capability has been
Iconstructed at the Colchester

towe r . This provides a f
second alternate means with' i

'

the capability of prompt up- -

dating. Only one town in
i

| -3-
|
, .

I !
>
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TOWN DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 1

f
Fishers Island, the EPZ, Old Saybrook, is :

New York not yet capable of receiv-
~

(Cont'd.) ing by this means. '

Groton City 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actions: The
record doiImeters were Procurement of a TLD system
not available (NUREG- is being accomplished by
0654, II, K.3.a) . OCP; expected availability'

a
'

FY B4. .

_R_ ecommendation: Provide -

sufficient permanent-
record dosimeters. --

2. Description: The EBS 2. Corrective Actions: A
message prepared by the "Take Shelter" model EBS

.,

i EOC did not provide message was sent to Groton
detailed information on City to give more instruc-
a "take shelter" action tion and guidance.
(NUREG-0654. II, E.5).

,

'

Recommendation: Issue -

EBS messages containing -

more details on protective
actions.

Groton Town 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actions: Same
4

record dosimeters were as for Groton City #1.
: not available (NUREG-

- J
0654. II, K.3.a ) .

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient permanent-
record dosimeters.

;

2. Description: Several 2. Corrective Actions: Same

sirens did not operate as for-East Lyme #3.
when activated (NUREG-
0654 II, E.6).

Recommendation: Determine '

the cause of _ the siren
malfunction and correct it.

1

Ledyard 1. Description: The,re were 1. . Corrective Actions: Same

insufficient low-range as for East Lyme fl.

(0-200 mR) and medium-
range (0-20 R) direct-
reading dosimeters, and
permanent-record dosimeters
were not available (NUREG-
0654. II, K.3.a ) .

-
.

-4-
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. TOWN DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS }.
,

--

Ledyard Cont'd. Recomendation: Provide
f.sufficient low- or medium-

range dosimeters and '

permanent-record dosimeters.

2. Description: Two out of 2. Corrective Actions: Same'

four sirens did not operate as for East Lyme #3. :.'

when activated (NUREG- p'

0654. II, E.6). t

"
-

Recommendation: Determine
the cause of the siren. ,

malfunction and correct it.

Lyme 1. Description: The ability 1. Corrective Actions: Lyme is
'

! to receive the recorded beginning work on building a
message from the utility new public works garage'

'

was often hindered by the (future location of town ,

lack of sufficient tele- EOC) and will include addi-
.

phone lines to the tional telephone lines.,

Radio communications proce-I utility (NUREG-0654, II, '
dures and message distribu-

'

E .1 ) .
-

tion problems will be
t

-

Recommendation: Make examined and rectified.
additional incoming tele-
phone lines to the utility,

!
~ available for the local-

EOCs to use. Alternatively,
devise a new system to dis- - a

tribute messages to the
E0Cs.

2. Description: Pemanent- 2. Corrective Actions: Sanie
'

record dosimeters were not as for East Lyme fl.

available and there were
insufficient direct-reading
dosimeters (NUREG-0654. II,
K.3.a).

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient direct-reading

-

and permanent-record
dosimeters.

3. Description: One,of the 3. Correction Actions: Same
town's five sirens did not as for East Lyme #3.
operate when activated
(NUREG-0654. II. E.6).

Recomendation: Determine
the cause of the siren
malfunction and correct it.

-5-
.
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.'TDW DEFICIENCY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
** ~ *

Montville 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actions: Same
record dosimeters were not as for Groton City #1.
available (NUREG-0654. II,
K.3.a).

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient permanent-

'

record dosimeters.
C

2. Description: The communi- 2. Corrective Actions: The
cation system did not- Civil Preparedness Area to
function properly; malfunc- local (Montville1 communica-
tions affected the dedicated tions radio net (153 MHz)
radio used for the initial was improved by the use of
alert notification, the a transmitter located on,

Civil Defense radio, and the the Buckley Hill tower in
EOC intercom connecting with Montville. The higher<

the communication room antenna elevation has reme-'

(NUREG-D654. II, F.1.e). died the problem and the
Area 4 to Montville radio

Recommendation: Identi fy link was tested and proven

.

the communications equipment effective during'the monthly
radiopa' er drills and relaysj problem and rem' dy it.e g
conducted. Additicaally,
Northeast Utilities is in
the process of installing a
new high-gain antenna on the
roof of the Montville EOC,
which will improve the already
effective public alerting *~

siren system. Actions have
begun to replace the EOC
intercom as the primary source
of communication with a
separate microphone which
directly receives radio trans-

missions (153 MHz) from the
' OCP Area Office; in this way

the Montville local authori-
ties will receive a direct
line of communication. This
action is expected to be '

corrected by the next exercise.

New London 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actiores: Same as
record dosimeters 'were not for Groton City fl.
available (NUREG-0654, II,
K. 3.a ) .

Recommendation : Provide
sufficient permanent-
record dosimeters.

-6- '
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New London 2. Description: The ability to 2. Corrective Actions: Same
(Cont'd) receive the recorded message as for Fishers Island #3.

from the utility was often
hindered by the lack of suf-
ficient telephone lines to
the utility (NUREG-0654. II,
E.1).

.

Recommendation: Make addi- "

tional incoming telephone -

lines to the utility avail- -

able for the local EOCs to
use. Alternatively, devise
a new system to distribute

,

-

;

messages to the E0Cs.

Old Lyme 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actions: Same
record dosimeters were not as for East Lyme fl.
available and there were
insufficient direct-read- ,

ing dosimeters-(NUREG-0654,
II,K.3.a).

.

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient direct-reading I

and permanent-record |

dosimeters.

Old Saybrook 1. Description: The ability to 1. Corrective Actions: Same _ m

receive the recorded message as for Fishers Island #3.
~

from the utility was often
hindered by the lack of

,

; sufficient telephone lines
: to the utility (NUREG-0654,
! II,E.1).
1

_ Recommendation: Make addf-
tional incoming telephone
lines to the utility avail-
able for the local EOCs to
use. Alternatively, devise ,

a new system to distribute
messages to the EOCs.

2. Description: There were 2. Corrective Actions: Same
Tnsufficient direct-reading as for East Lyme fl.
dosimeters and permanent-
record dosimeters were not
available (NUREG-0654 II,

K.3.a ) .

Recommendation: Provide a
sufficient direct-reading and
permanent-record dosimeters.

|

-7-
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CORRECTIVE' ACTIONSTOWN DEFICIENCY _
''

OldSaybrook 3. Description: One of the 3. Cerrective Actions: Same
(Cont'd.) sirens did not operate when as for East Lyme #3.

activated (NUREG-0654. II,
E.6).

Recommendation: Determine
the cause of the siren mal--

function and correct it. c

Waterford 1. Description: Permanent- 1. Corrective Actions:. Same
record dosimeters were not as for Groton City #1.
available (NUREG-0654, II,

i K.3.a ) .

Recommendation: Provide
sufficient permanent-

,

'

record dosimeters.

.

; *

4

|

~

;

,
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